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Abstract

Solid particles tend to adhere to fluid interfaces under the action of capillary force.

This adsorption process is robust and has been exploited in lots of applications

from stabilisation of emulsions to microfluidic fabrications. The resulting particle-

laden fluid interfaces can manifest solid-like behaviours. The modification of the

surface tension and the emergence of surface shear elasticity of a particle-covered

drops are attributed to the particle-induced surface stress. This stress represents

at the continuum level the microscopic effect of particle-particle interactions. Un-

derstanding the link between the surface stress and the particle arrangement are

crucial for creating novel soft materials in the future.

A challenge remains when carrying out numerical simulations of particle-laden

fluid interfaces: the large separation of scales makes the direct numerical simula-

tions extraordinary expensive. Physical features present in the system come from

both the liquid meniscus on the surface of each particle and the fluid interfaces

containing thousands of particles.

Motivated by the need for a fast simulation method to study problems involv-

ing particle-laden fluid interface, this thesis presents a new numerical formulation

named Fast Interface Particle Interaction (FIPI) that can be used to simulate a

large number of solid particles absorbed on fluid interfaces at a moderate computa-

tional cost. The outstanding performance of this new method is attributed to the

fact that particle-level phenomena are modelled with analytical or semi-empirical

expressions while hydrodynamics and fluid interface morphology at larger scales

are fully resolved.
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Two important studies of particle-covered drops have been carried out with FIPI.

In the first one a particle-covered pendant drop is simulated. The result reveals

that the FIPI can successfully capture the modulation of surface tension made by

absorbed particles. Moreover, the information of anisotropic surface stress is now

directly available on the fluid interfaces. This capability has not been achieved

previously in both experiments and simulations. The anisotropic stress emerged

on the surface of a pendant drop is caused by anisotropic arrangement of the

particles on the interface which in turn is induced by stretching of the interface

due to gravity.

Once the surface tension of the fluid interface is reduced below zero, the Laplace

pressure inside the drop becomes negative and the drop can buckle like a thin solid

elastic shell under compression. In the second study, the behaviours of a particle-

covered spherical drop under compression have been explored. The simulation

results indicate the possibilities of particle desorption as well as fluid interface

buckling. The onset of desorption is highly correlated to small-scale monolayer

undulations which can greatly amplify the normal forces pushing particles out of

the interface. The behaviours of a particle-covered drop under compression depend

on the combination of several parameters related to the properties of the particle

and the surface pressure created by the monolayer.
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rc Cut-off distance of particle-particle interaction force

S Nondimensional mobility parameter

T Temperature

Tb Buckling time scale

td Diffusive time scale

tc Convective time scale

tsim Simulation time
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uf Undisturbed flow velocity at the centre of a particle

up Velocity of a particle

xp Location of a particle

Γ Work of adhesion

γ Surface tension of bare fluid interface

γeff Effective surface tension of particle-laden fluid interface

∆p Effective Laplace pressure across particle-laden fluid interface

∆pγ Laplace pressure caused by bare fluid surface tension

∆pp Laplace pressure caused by particle monolayer

∆x Computational grid size

∆t Computational time step

∆V Volume of a computational cell

δ Dirac delta function

ε Parameter defining the thickness of fluid interface

θc Contact angle

κ Mean curvature of fluid interface

κφ Curvature along azimuthal direction

κs Curvature along meridional direction

λ Parameter defining surface tension magnitude

λc Characteristic wavelength of the monolayer wrinkling

µ Viscosity of fluid

ξ Chemical potential of phase field

Πs Surface pressure created by monolayer of particles

ρ Density of fluid

σ Surface stress tensor

σφφ Azimuthal surface stress

σss Meridional surface stress
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σD Deviatoric surface stress tensor

σDφφ Deviatoric component of surface stress along azimuthal direction

σDss Deviatoric component of surface stress along meridional direction

φ Phase field variable

φs surface area fraction of particles on fluid interface

Ψ Sphericity parameter of drop
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Introduction

The presence of fluid interface is common in natural phenomena and industrial

processes, ranging from raindrop on leaves to oil-in-water emulsion in food or

health care products [6]. The dynamics of multiphase fluid is strongly influenced

by surface tension effects [7]. Surface tension is a surface force acting tangentially

to a fluid interface that acts to minimise the surface area. Although surface tension

is an intrinsic property of the fluid interface, particles of intermediate wettability

can strongly adhere to the surface of droplets or bubbles [2, 8, 9], forming a semi-

solid “skin” that changes the mechanical and mass transport properties of the

fluid interface. The adsorption is driven by capillary effects to minimise the total

surface free energy which includes the free energies associated with the solid-fluid

and fluid-fluid surfaces.

The adsorption of particles on fluid interface is particularly strong if the contact

angle θc is in vicinity of 90◦ [10]. The process of adsorption of a solid particle with

θc = 90◦ onto a fluid interface is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 1.1.

25
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Figure 1.1: The process of adsorption of a solid particle onto fluid interface.

Prior to adsorption, the solid particle is unaffected by capillary forces and the

fluid interface is flat (Figure 1.1 top). Once the particle comes into contact with

the fluid interface, the fluid interface bends towards the particle (Figure 1.1 mid-

dle). The normal component of the surface tension force pulls the particle towards

the fluid interface until it reaches an equilibrium position that is dictated by its

wettability (Figure 1.1 bottom).

When the absorbed particles on the interface are dense, the modification of

fluid interface by colloidal particles can have macroscopic, leading-order effects.

For example, due to large adsorption energy, colloidal particles can be used as an

alternative of molecular surfactants, to improve the stability of foams and emul-

sions [6, 8, 11]. The function of stabiliser is to prevent drops or bubbles from

coalescencing or breaking up, therefore freezing the fluid interface area within the
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fluid. An emulsion stabilised by solid particles is called a Pickering emulsion. It

was found in 1907 but only started to draw significant interest in recent decades

[1, 12–15]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the comparison between a classical emulsion and

a Pickering emulsion.

Figure 1.2: Classical (surfactant stabilised) and Pickering (particle stabilised)
emulsion stabilised by different additives as emulsifier. The picture is taken from
[1].

Besides being employed as emulsifiers, colloidal particles can be used to fabricate

capsules with desired permeability and mechanical properties [2]. The fabrication

involves assembling solid particles on the surface of liquid drops and draining

the liquid inside afterwards. The resulting capsules, called “colloidosomes” as

shown in Figure 1.3, can be used for encapsulating active ingredients in drug

delivery or other biomedical applications. Exploiting fluid interfaces as templates

for particles self-assembly is also used regularly in microfluidic applications [16–18].

In mineral industry, fluid interfaces are often used as agents to separate different

ore particles based on their different hydrophobicity [19]. Colloidal particles also

display interesting analogies with globular proteins [20], which makes the study of

particle stabilised interfaces relevant to the production of food and personal care

products.
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Figure 1.3: Scanning electron microscope image of a dried colloidosome with close-
ups. The picture is taken from [2].

Based on the same principle of creating Pickering emulsion, colloidal particles

can be used to create novel soft materials by stopping the phase separation pro-

cess of a binary immiscible fluid or preventing drops from coalescence [21, 22].

The most important application of this mechanism is the development of Bijels

which stands for bicontinuous interfacially jammed emulsion gels [3, 23, 24]. Bijels

have a stable interconnected bicontinous interface structure (Figure 1.4) because

the colloidal particles have jammed the fluid interface preventing further phase

separation process.
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Figure 1.4: A bicontinous interfacially jammed emulsion gels. The picture is taken
from [3].

1.1 Physics of Particle-Laden Fluid Interface

To illustrate the equilibrium position of a particle embedded in a fluid interface,

let us consider a horizontal air-water interface (Figure 1.5). When the size of

the particle is relatively large, for example in millimeter range, the weight of the

particle is important and the fluid interface around the particle is strongly deformed

because the particle “pushes” the interface in the direction of gravity (Figure 1.5a).
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Figure 1.5: Different configurations for a spherical particle absorbed to an air-water
interface: (a) millimetre size particles tend to deform a fluid interface significantly
due their weight, (b) hydrophobic colloidal particles will reside more in air, (c)
hydrophilic colloidal particles will reside more in water.

The importance of gravity over surface tension effects is quantified by the Bond

number Bo = ∆ρga2/γ, where a is the particle radius, g is gravity acceleration, γ is

surface tension of fluid interface and ∆ρ is the density difference between the solid

particles and the heavier fluid (water in this case). Colloidal particles typically have

Bo � 1, therefore the effects of gravity are negligible. The particle is embedded

in a flat interface and its position depends on the contact angle θc which measures

the wettability of the particle [25]. Hydrophobic particles (θc > 90◦) will reside

mostly in the air phase (Figure 1.5b). Hydrophilic particles (θc < 90◦) will tend

to reside more in the water phase (Figure 1.5c).

To understand the reason for choosing colloidal particles as an alternative emul-
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sion stabiliser other than molecular surfactants, we need to quantify the robustness

of the adsorption of a colloidal particle at a fluid interface. A measure of the abil-

ity of a solid particle to adhere to a fluid interface is the single-particle adsorption

energy which is the work necessary to remove a particle from a fluid interface in ab-

sence of other particles. For a chemically homogeneous spherical particle trapped

at a flat fluid interface, the adsorption energy can be calculated as [8]

∆E = πa2γ(1± cos θc)
2, (1.1)

where a is the particle radius, γ is the surface tension of fluid-fluid interface, θc is the

contact angle. The sign in the bracket depends on which fluid the particle is about

to be inserted into. The single-particle adsorption energy given by (Equation 1.1)

is often compared to the thermal energy kT , where k is the Boltzmann constant

and T is the absolute temperature, to determine whether a particle will reside

firmly in the fluid interface or will desorb on a regular basis. The thermal energy

kT = 4.11 × 10−21J is the energy scale associated with the thermal fluctuation

experienced by microscopic entities [26]. Thermal fluctuation will cause small

particles to move around in a random manner.

For typical water-oil fluid interface with surface tension around 50mN/m, the

adsorption energy of a micron-size colloidal particle according to Equation (1.1)

is of the order of 107kT . Hence this energy is several order of magnitude higher

than the thermal energy, and the adsorption of colloidal particles is essentially

irreversible under normal conditions. This constitutes a major difference between

molecular surfactants and colloidal particles regarding the interaction with the

fluid interface [27]. Molecular surfactants, due to their much smaller sizes, are

strongly affected by Brownian motions and prone to desorption over time.
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Besides the robustness of adsorption, there are several other advantages of us-

ing colloidal particles over molecular surfactants. Colloidal particles can be used

at high temperatures [12] and can remain free from chemical hazard since the ad-

sorption relies only on mechanical effects [28]. The properties of the particles can

also be modified to respond to a specific external field [15, 29].

Another important distinctive feature of solid particles in comparison to molec-

ular surfactants is the capability to jam the fluid interface, creating shell like fluid

interface [30, 31]. This feature is a unique characteristic of rigid objects. With

sufficiently high concentrations of colloidal particles, the colloid-laden fluid inter-

faces can exhibit viscoelastic behaviour [32]. For particles experiencing attractive

interactions, the formation of percolating networks of particles can transmit stress

through its “backbone” determining the elastic response. The dynamic formation

and disruption of the percolating network can determine an effective viscosity [33].

Particles jammed at fluid interface confer the interface with solidlike properties,

and can produce irreversible plastic deformation. This feature can result in the

existence of stable nonspherical drops or bubbles [34].

1.1.1 Outstanding Problems in the Field

Although the physical mechanism underlying the adsorption of a single solid parti-

cle onto a fluid interface is established , the collective behaviour of a whole particle

monolayer covering a fluid interface still presents interesting questions [35–37]. A

liquid drop fully covered with particles can exhibit different rheological properties

under different force loading conditions [30, 38], incorporating viscous effects of

fluid and elasticity and plasticity of solid [34]. The presence of dynamic interface

deformations, induced by flow or external fields, makes the situation even more
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complicated [39]. It is still not clear how surface stresses due to particles are dis-

tributed on the fluid interface, especially when the fluid interface has a complex

geometry or the effects of shear elasticity become prominent [40].

Understanding the mechanisms by which the particles modify the interfacial

properties and developing coarse-grained constitutive models representing the me-

chanical response of particle-laden fluid interface remain crucial challenges [41].

A full characterisation of particle-laden fluid interface will require not only the

knowledge of the particle adsorption, but also the details of the particle-particle

interactions along the fluid interface [42].

On the other hand, the arrangement of particles on fluid interfaces is highly

dependent on the types of particle-particle interactions. On a 2D surface, parti-

cles with attractive interactions will create a monolayer with gel-like structures,

exhibiting the process of phase separation and creating large surface area void of

particles [43]. When a monolayer is highly compressed or only isotropic repulsions

exist between particles, the dominant structure is the hexagonal packing [44]. The

packing structures of a monolayer become more complicated on curved surfaces,

creating defects and dislocations [45–47]. The implications of particle packing pat-

terns on rheological properties of a monolayer need to be addressed. For 3D bulk

suspensions, the mathematical framework bridging particle-level quantities and

suspension rheological properties is now quite established [48–51]. In contrast,

work on interfacial suspensions where the method of area averaging is adopted is

scarce, and limited to theoretical investigations to derive balance equations [52–54].

Regarding the robustness of the adsorption of particle monolayer on fluid inter-

face, a typical argument is that the adsorption is irreversible because ∆E � kT

[8]. However, this argument only takes into account the perturbations due to ther-
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mal fluctuations, and particles can still be pushed out of the fluid interface under

mechanical loading [4, 55, 56]. Such effect of forced particle desorption can in

principle occur whenever the particle-covered interface is locally compressed. Lo-

cal compression can be due to geometric or hydrodynamic effects, for example a

change in volume or shape of the region enclosed within the fluid interface [56, 57],

or the presence of converging streamlines as in the rear stagnation point of a trans-

lating particle-covered bubble or drop [58]. Desorption due to mechanical loading

is a rupture process: if the normal force acting on a particle is larger than the

critical capillary force holding the particle to the fluid interface, the particle will

desorb [55].

An alternative outcome of the compression of a particle-covered interface is the

occurrence of monolayer buckling without desorption [44, 59–61]. In this scenario

the particle-covered fluid interface behaves as a continuous elastic shell, and buckles

when the surface pressure exceeds a threshold value. While the buckling mechanics

of the planar or curved particle-covered interfaces have been explored previously

[62–65], the physical conditions differentiating the scenarios of desorption of the

particles versus buckling of the fluid interface still remain an open question.
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Figure 1.6: Dissolving air bubbles covered with microparticles of different sizes.
Top: buckling for a/R = 0.0012. Bottom: desorption for a/R = 0.03 (From Ref.
[4]). The parameter a/R is the ratio between the radius of each particle and the
radius of the bubble.

Predicting whether desorption or buckling will occur is an outstanding chal-

lenge, as the two scenarios occur under quite similar experimental conditions [4].

Figure 1.6, from Ref.[4], shows an experiment in which a bubble covered by a nomi-

nally monodispersed monolayer of hydrophilic polystyrene micro-particles is slowly

compressed. The surface compression is obtained by increasing the solubility of

the gas in the liquid, with a consequent outward flux of gas and a reduction in the

volume of the bubble. In the case illustrated in the top panel of Figure 1.6, the

compression of the monolayer produced by the shrinkage of the bubble gives rise

to a change in shape of the particle-covered interface with no particle desorption.

This scenario is called pure buckling. In the case illustrated in the bottom panel of

Figure 1.6, the particles instead are seen to desorb from the surface of the bubble,

eventually accumulating at the the bottom of the container (t = 840s). The size

ratio a/R between the particle and the bubble radii is 0.0012 in the top panel

and 0.03 in the bottom panel. This suggest that the transition from buckling to

desorption could depend on the relative size of the particle and the bubble. Very
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little theoretical guidance is available on the effect of interface curvature on the

buckling-to-desorption transition.

Experiments related to the topic are not many, and it is difficult to make def-

inite conclusions regarding the main mechanisms at play because of experimental

difficulties. Bordács et al. [66] studied experimentally the compression of flat

particle-covered air-water and oil-water interfaces in a Langmuir trough, observing

both desorption and buckling. Their work identified the particle wettability as a

key variable controlling the transition from buckling to desorption. This conclusion

is also supported by more recent experiments [60]. Regarding curved interfaces,

particle desorption effects were studied in the context of a deflated drop experiment

in Ref. [9]. In that experiment, only desorption was observed, while buckling was

observed under quite similar conditions by other investigators [67, 68]: in addition

to particle wetting characteristics, the cohesiveness of the particulate layer could

be an important factor in these observations [66]. In the analysis of experiments

in which bubble shape oscillations were induced by ultrasound waves [69], it was

hypothesised that particle desorption could correlate with regions of high surface

curvature , but the specific mechanisms of desorption were not established.

1.2 Simulating Particle-Laden Fluid Interface

A liquid system featuring a particle-laden fluid interface is a complex multicompo-

nent system, whose numerical simulation is particularly challenging. In the follows,

two groups of established numerical methods are reviewed first: the first group is

for simulating interfacial flows (without particles) and the other is for simulating

particles in single-phase fluids (without fluid interfaces). Then a few approaches

that have been used so far to simulate interfacial flows with solid particles are de-
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scribed and the problems regarding the existing simulation methods are discussed.

1.2.1 Numerical Methods for Interfacial Flows

All the numerical methods developed for interfacial flows couple a momentum

equation and a continuity equation for the fluids to an equation or a set of equations

governing the shape of the fluid interface [70]. The different numerical methods

differ mostly in the way the fluid interface is described and the interfacial boundary

conditions are applied.

One of the oldest examples of simulation methods for interfacial flows is the

marker-and-cell (MAC) method [71, 72]. This method uses a crude approximation

of the free surface: marker particles are initially assigned to each computational

cell containing fluid and these particles are advected by the local fluid velocity. In

the original implementation of the method, the free surface pressures were set only

at the centres of the cells containing a portion of a fluid interface, and no boundary

conditions were applied at the actual location of the fluid interface inside the cells.

An improvement of the MAC method is the volume of fluid (VOF) method,

where a continuous field called the marker function is used instead to label the

phase composition of each cell [73]. The VOF method can naturally preserve the

mass very well and there is no need of provision for handling the change of interface

topology [74]. The exact interface location has to be reconstructed from the marker

function value assigned to each cell. There are lots of effort made to improve the

reconstruction technique [75–77].

Both VOF and MAC methods are classified as volume-tracking methods. The

front-tracking method, on the other hand, is a surface-tracking method. It in-
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troduces a group of unstructured boundary fitted markers to explicitly track the

location of the fluid interface [78, 79]. The markers move through the a fixed Eu-

lerian grid where the flow field is solved. The front-tracking method offers a better

resolution of the interface than the volume-tracking methods, because the surface

markers track exactly the location of the fluid interface. Improved accuracy can

be achieved in front-tracking method by implementing high-order interpolation

schemes to represent the fluid interface [80]. The higher accuracy of front-tracking

method comes at the cost of constant surface grid remeshing.

All the methods listed above for resolving fluid interfaces are classified as

interface-tracking methods. There is also another class of methods called interface-

capturing methods in which the location of fluid interface is implicitly calculated.

One of them is the level set method [81, 82]. In this method the fluid interface

is implicitly represented by the zero level set of a continuous field, which is gov-

erned by a PDE. However this method suffers significantly from loss of mass and

additional measures are needed to tackle this problem [83].

Being similar to the level set method, the phase field method is another interface

capturing method that can implicitly handle the change of interface morphology

[84–87]. It is a diffuse interface method, where a phase field variable that captures

the location of the interface varies smoothly across an interface region. The width

of the diffuse interface bears no physical meaning and can be larger than the

physical thickness of the fluid interface.

With the emergence of lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for fluid flow, meth-

ods for modelling fluid interfaces in LBM started to appear [88]. In LBM, instead

of the continuum momentum equation, a discretised Boltzmann equation govern-

ing the transport of statistical populations of fluid molecules is solved. A most
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noticeable approach for simulating multiphase flows is the Shan-Chen model [89].

The Shan-Chen model incorporates the microscopic interactions that exist between

fluid molecules of different fluids to represent the surface tension at macroscopic

level. Another method available for LBM [90] makes use of a free energy formula-

tion in a similar way to the phase field method.

1.2.2 Numerical Methods for Particulate Flows

Numerical methods for solving fluid flows with suspended particles can be roughly

classified into two categories: particle-resolved methods, in which the flow bound-

ary layers around each particle are fully resolved; and point-particle methods, in

which the presence of the particle is replaced by a source term in the fluid momen-

tum equation.

The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method [91] is one of the approaches for

resolving flows around suspended particles. In this method, fluid region is meshed

with an unstructured, time-dependent grid that conforms to the surface of each

particle. This method is difficult to implement, as it requires constantly adapting

the mesh to the changing positions of the particles during the simulations.

The immersed boundary (IB) method is another popular particle-resolved method

for the direct simulations of solid particles suspended in fluid flows [92–94]. The

advantage of this method is that the governing equations are solved on a nonbody

conformal Cartesian grid, greatly simplifying the mesh generation procedures. The

surface of a particle is tracked by a group of Lagrangian points in space and the

boundary conditions at the particle surface are imposed indirectly by introducing

additional forcing terms in the fluid momentum equation. The original IB method

by [95] was developed for flows with immersed elastic boundaries. For solid parti-
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cles in flows, one popular approach is to make the forcing term to provide feedback

control of the flow velocity near the surfaces [96, 97].

Another particle-resolved method is the Lagrange-multiplier based fictitious

domain method [98–100]. The key feature of this method is that the explicit cal-

culation of hydrodynamic forces and torques on particles is not required. The

rigid-body motion of a particle is enforced by using a distributed Lagrange multi-

plier.

The above mentioned fully-resolved methods enable the resolution of the flow

around each particle. But they are generally complicated to implement or com-

putationally expensive, therefore usually limited to the simulations with a small

number of particles. When particle-scale features are not of primary interest, the

point-particle method can be a valid alternative.

The point-particle approach is widely used in simulations of turbulent particle-

laden flow [101–104]. The fluid momentum equation is solved on fixed Eulerian

grid while each particles is treated as a Lagrangian point moving according to

a Newton’s equation of motion. The Lagrangian-based particle tracking solver is

usually coupled with a DNS or LES flow solver. The simplicity of the method allows

the simulations of particle-laden flows with one million particles [105]. However,

only some of the simulations include the feedback from the particles to the fluid

flow [106, 107], most of the applications of the point-particle method are limited to

dilute particulate flows where only one-way or two-way coupling is applied [108].

In one-way coupling, only the transport of the particles by the fluid is considered,

but the feedback of the particles on the flow is neglected. In two-way coupling

approaches, the effect of particles on the fluid flow is included by incorporating

forcing terms in the fluid momentum equation but the particle-particle collisions
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are neglected. To simulate fluid flow with dense suspension, it is necessary to

implement four-way coupling in which particle-particle interactions are included.

In the low Reynolds number regime, several special methods are available based

on the green function of Stokes equation such as Stokesian dynamics [109] and

the multipole expansion method [110]. The availability of green function enables

direct prescription of fluid velocity far away from the particles [111, 112]. However

with the presence of the fluid interfaces, the green function of the Stokes equation

will depend on the the configuration of the surrounding fluid interfaces hence these

green function based methods can not be easily extended to simulate particle-laden

interfacial flows.

1.2.3 Numerical Methods for Particle-Laden Fluid Inter-

face

When both solid particles and fluid-fluid interfaces are present, few schemes are

available for numerical simulations [113–116]. The difficulties mostly come from

accurately tracking moving contact line formed by the fluid interface on the particle

surface [117]. The first direct numerical simulation of fluid flows in which particles

are embedded in a fluid interface are presented by Singh and Joseph [118]. Their

work combines the level set method for interface capturing with the method of

fictitious domain for treating the rigid body motions of the solid particles, and the

moving contact line is modelled using numerical slip. They were able to simulate

the sinking of the solid particles to equilibrium depth in a fluid interface and the

evolution to clusters by two or four particles under capillary attraction.

Pozrikidis and collaborators [119] have developed a boundary integral method
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that can handle arbitrary particle shapes having rotational symmetry about an

axis that is normal to the fluid interface. A regularisation is required by means of

slip boundary condition to avoid non-integrable singularity of the traction at the

contact line.

For simulations in the regimes of low Reynolds number and low capillary num-

ber, Danov and Dimova [120] formulated the problem of a particle straddling in a

spherical surface in toroidal coordinate system. The problem was then reduced into

a two-variable space and numerically solved by an Alternating-Direction-Implicit

method.

For simulations of a large number of particles in a two-phase fluid environment,

Stratford et al. [23] have used a lattice Boltzmann method incorporating a free

energy formulation for solving the flow field; the inclusion of solid particles is

accounted by using the scheme of bounce-back on links originally proposed in

[121]. Jansen and Harting [122] have used an LBM Shan-Chen model for resolving

fluid interface and a molecular dynamics solver for the dynamics of suspended

particles.

Millet et al. [123] have used a diffuse interface approach to handle both fluid-

fluid and particle-fluid interface. Their method can be used to simulate spinodal

decomposition with moderate number of particles at fluid interface. However, no

fluid momentum equation is included in this method and simulations are restricted

to quasi-static conditions.
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1.2.4 Outstanding Problems in Simulation of Particle-Laden

Fluid Interface

Simulation of particle-laden fluid interface is always a challenging task, as the

fluid interface can possibly be covered with hundreds of thousands of particles.

There is a huge separation between the characteristic length scales of particles

arrangement and fluid interfaces [124]. Most of the current numerical packages

mentioned previously devote a large amount of resources to solve the particle scale

phenomena and enable physical insights into understanding particle adsorption

and desorption [125].

On the other hand, there is a demanding need to study collective properties of

particle-laden fluid interfaces, for example particle ordering and dynamics in the

interface [126, 127], the effect of particle shape on self-assembly [128–130], and the

modification of the interfacial morphology by the particles [131, 132]. The current

numerical schemes capable of simulating collective dynamics of particle-laden fluid

interface are not well feasible for commonly available computing infrastructures,

for example the main production runs in Ref.[23] took around 1 week on a 32-

processor IBM p690+ system as reported.

It is usually estimated that at least 10 grid nodes are required to properly resolve

the hydrodynamic flows around a single particle [133, 134]. Fully resolved simu-

lations of suspension of particles within single phase flow are already expensive.

Due to the spatial resolution needed for resolving the liquid meniscus on particle

surfaces, the simulations of fluid interfaces interacting with solid particles are even

more difficult to realise. During particle desorption narrow fluid necks are formed

[135], and it would require grid cells drastically smaller than the particle radius to

capture these thin liquid threads. Moreover, the physics associated with moving
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contact line involves molecular scale physics, which can not be entirely captured

by a continuum mechanics formulation unless models for the motion of contact

lines are used. Taking into account these extremely demanding requirements for

resolving the particle scale features, It is natural to suspect if the current “fully

resolved” methods for large scale particle-laden fluid interfaces can truly resolve

everything.

1.3 Aims and Objectives

From the previous review of the simulation approaches to study the problems of

liquid-liquid and liquid-gas flows, particle-laden flows and particle-laden interfa-

cial flows, it is clear that achieving fully resolved accuracy in simulations involving

both fluid interfaces and a large number of particles is currently enormously ex-

pensive from a computational standpoint. This Ph.D project is motivated by the

demand for a new simulation framework that can be used to study problems in-

volving particle-laden fluid interfaces having a level of complexity comparable to

that of physical experiments, while remaining simple enough to implement and

being computationally efficient.

The first aim of this Ph.D project is to develop a new mathematical formulation

describing the physics of fluid interfaces, the capillary interactions between particle

and fluid interfaces and the dynamics of particles and fluid flows. The correspond-

ing numerical implementation of the new formulation should yield a simulation

program that is capable of simulating fluid interfaces covered by a large number

of particles.

The second aim is to use the developed simulation code to investigate physi-
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cal problems involving liquid drops. The investigation will focus on the effect of

surface stress created by particle monolayers on fluid interfaces, in other words

the mechanical properties of the “composite” interface. The result should reveal

the connection between the particle arrangement on the fluid interfaces and the

characteristic behaviours of the particle-laden fluid interfaces.

To achieve the above mentioned two overarching aims, the following objectives

are sought:

• Develop a series of assumptions and approximations to model the particle-

scale physics that is expensive to resolve but less significant to the overall

dynamics of the particles and of the fluid interface.

• Adopt an interface capturing method to describe the time-dependent shape

of the fluid interfaces.

• Couple the equation governing the shape of the fluid interface with the fluid

momentum equation.

• Develop a model for the particle-interface capillary interactions and imple-

ment a particle-tracking solver coupled to the solver for fluid flow and fluid

interfaces. At this stage the dynamics of fluid flow, fluid interface and par-

ticles should all be coupled.

• Conduct validation studies with the newly developed simulation program.

• Investigate the effect of absorbed particles on the surface tension of the fluid

interface and possibly the presence of anisotropic surface stress.

• Investigate the behaviours of a particle-covered drop under compression and

the role played by surface pressure created by the particle monolayer.
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1.4 Accomplishments

At the end of the Ph.D project, the author have reached the following achievements:

• Starting from ground zero, after numerous revisions, the author has devel-

oped a fully working numerical program for simulations of particle-laden

fluid interface. The program is written in C++ and is named Fast Interface

Particle Interaction, or FIPI in short.

• The FIPI code is capable of producing simulation results on the length scale

of the characteristic size of the fluid interface morphology, while the perfor-

mance of the code allows most simulations to be done in days on a normal

desktop computer.

• The simulations carried out in this project have revealed two interesting

physics of particle-covered drop which are not possible to simulate before.

First, particles with repulsive interactions, whether due to elastic contacts

or electrostatics, can not only reduce surface tension of fluid interface but

also confer fluid interface with shear elasticity, enabling fluid interface to

sustain anisotropic surface stress. Second, under the effect of particles on the

surface, the particle-covered drop can sustain negative Laplace pressure by

undergoing buckling. The drop can maintain non-spherical shape at steady

state. Simulations done with FIPI have not only captured the change of

morphology of the fluid interface, but also given information on particle-level

features which is challenging to observe in experiments.

• A side project in collaboration with GlaxoSmithKline has been completed by

the author. The particle tracking model of FIPI has been used to investigate

the fracture fluidisation of cohesive powders inside dry powder inhaler (DPI)
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device. The investigation has identified an important factors that have been

overlooked in the previous work: the cohesion between powder particles and

the channel walls. The simulations done with FIPI particle tracking model

hint that the maximum and the distribution of chunk sizes are correlated

with the tensile strength and the packing ratio of the powder bed.

• The investigations of particle-covered drops with FIPI have yielded two peer-

reviewed publications:

– Gu, Chuan, and Lorenzo Botto. ”Direct calculation of anisotropic sur-

face stresses during deformation of a particle-covered drop.” Soft matter

12(2016): 705-716.

– Gu, Chuan, and Lorenzo Botto. ”Buckling vs. particle desorption in a

particle-covered drop subject to compressive surface stresses: a simula-

tion study.” Soft Matter 14(2018): 711-724.

• The author has also given three presentations at conferences and workshops:

– “Particle-laden interfaces: direct calculation of interfacial stress from a

discrete particle simulation of a pendant drop”, 68th Annual Meeting

of the APS Division of Fluid Dynamics.

– “Flow and fracture of a cohesive powder layer: porous media flow anal-

ysis of flow-induced stresses inside the solid”, 11th European Fluid Me-

chanics Conference.

– “Fast Simulation of Particle-laden Interfaces with the FIPI method”,

Workshop of Structured Soft Interfaces: Caught Between Multi-Scale

Simulation and Application, Lorentz Center 2017.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2, the mathematical formulation

of FIPI and its numerical implementation will be described complemented with

several validation studies. In chapter 3 and 4, the potential of the method for

simulating two interfacial problems of interest to experiments will be illustrated.

In chapter 3, the results of the simulation of a pendant drop covered with a particle

monolayer is given, showing the capability of FIPI to calculate anisotropic surface

stresses during the deformation of the pendant drop. In chapter 4, the mechanism

underlying buckling and desorption of a particle covered spherical drop is studied

by numerical simulations. The report of a side project in collaboration with Glax-

oSmithKline regarding fluidisation of cohesive powders will be given in chapter 5

and the conclusion of the thesis is drawn in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Fast Interface Particle Interaction

Method

The motivation of creating the FIPI method is to simulate fluid interfacial struc-

tures with presence of colloidal particles. The colloidal particles in the simulations

can become absorbed onto fluid interfaces or desorbed into bulk fluid. The simu-

lations carried out by this method should accurately resolve interfacial structures

and hydrodynamics on length scales much larger than colloidal particles. On the

other hand, the particle-scale physics are modelled to reduce the computational

cost.

The current chapter starts by describing the mathematical formulation of the

method, followed by a detailed explanation of how FIPI can capture the modulation

of surface tension by colloidal particles. The numerical implementation and several

validation studies are provided at the end.

49
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2.1 Mathematical Formulation of the FIPI method

The formulation of FIPI is divided into three modules as shown in Figure 2.1:

FIPI-Interface, FIPI-Fluid and FIPI-Track, related to describing the fluid interface

capturing, the hydrodynamics of the fluid, and the dynamics of the particles,

respectively.

Since the objectives of the project involve only investigations of colloidal par-

ticles, the current scope of the FIPI method is limited to problems in Stokes flow

regime, hence the inertia of both fluid and particles is neglected. However the

method can be easily expanded to simulate fluid flows with finite Reynolds num-

ber in the future.

Figure 2.1: Three components of the FIPI method.
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2.1.1 FIPI-Interface

To resolve fluid interface created by two immiscible fluids, the phase field method is

adopted in FIPI-Interface to capture the structure and movement of fluid interfaces

[136]. The phase field method is a diffuse interface method where a phase field

variable φ is used to identify the fraction of each phase. The dynamics of φ is

governed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = ∇ ·M∇ξ, (2.1)

where u is the fluid velocity, M is a mobility parameter and ξ is a chemical potential

defined as a functional derivative of a total free energy density F with respect to

φ

ξ =
∂F

∂φ
. (2.2)

Adopting the formulation in Ref.[137], F is expressed as

F (φ,∇φ) =
λ

4ε2
(
φ2 − 1

)2
+

1

2
λ |∇φ|2 , (2.3)

where λ and ε are two parameters together defines the value of surface tension

while the thickness of the fluid interface is independently defined by ε. On the

right hand side of Equation (2.3), we can see the total free energy density is the

summation of two terms: the first term is associated with the bulk fluid and the

second term is associated with the fluid mixing.

To find the analytical solution of φ in Equation (2.1), we consider a static

planar fluid interface in an unbounded environment. An equilibrium is reached
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when ξ = 0. The one-dimensional solution of Equation (2.1) satisfies

1

ε2
(φ3 − φ) =

∂2φ

∂x2
, (2.4)

which yields

φ = tanh(
x√
2ε

). (2.5)

At steady state, the Cahn-Hilliard equation produces a fluid interface region with

a finite thickness across which φ changes smoothly from −1.0 to 1.0. The regions

marked by φ = 1 and φ = −1 represent the pure bulk phase of each fluid and the

exact location of fluid interface is defined as an isosurface where φ = 0.

The surface tension of a planar fluid interface is equal to the integral of the free

energy density across the whole fluid interface from one phase to the other [86]:

γ =

∫ +∞

−∞
F (φ,∇φ)dx. (2.6)

Using the analytical solution given by Equation (2.5), it can be easily seen that the

bulk and the gradient energy terms in Equation (2.3) are identical. Calculating

the integration yields

γ = λ

∫ +∞

−∞
(
∂φ

∂x
)2dx =

2
√

2

3

λ

ε
. (2.7)

Hence the surface tension of the bare fluid interface is controlled by two parameters

λ and ε.
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2.1.2 FIPI-Track

The FIPI-Track module contains all the formulations related to the dynamics of

each particle. Neglecting the rotation of the particle and inertia, the Newton’s

equation of motion of equation for each particle is

0 = mpg + Fpp + F, (2.8)

where mp is the mass of the particle, Fpp represents the force exerted by surround-

ing particles, e.g., electrostatic force or solid contact force, F is the force exerted

from surrounding fluid on the particle. We have [118]

F =

∮
CL

γncds+

∮
(−pI + σ) dA, (2.9)

where nc is the normal vector lying in the fluid interface and normal to the contact

line. On the right hand side of Equation (2.9), the first integral is the total force

due to surface tension acting along the contact line if the particle is absorbed onto

the fluid interface, the second integral is the total force due to stress generated by

motion relative to the surrounding fluid.

Calculation of the integrals in Equation (2.9) is not a trivial task: calculating

the force due to surface tension requires the knowledge of the location of the

contact line on the particle surface and the corresponding contact angle [118, 138];

calculating the second integral requires the boundary layer around the particle to

be resolved. In FIPI, each particle is assumed to be a Lagrangian point and both

forces on the right hand side of Equation (2.9) are modelled:

F ≈ Fpi + Fh, (2.10)
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where Fpi represents the total capillary interaction force exerted on the particle

from fluid interface, and Fh represents the total hydrodynamic drag force. As

suggested by [139, 140], for small particle Bond number, the capillary force can be

adequately described as a linear function of the displacement of the particle from

the interface, and the following linear model is adopted:

Fpi =


−fπγd, if |d| < a

0, if |d| > a

. (2.11)

where f is a non-dimensional parameter independent of the particle size and d

is the minimum distance vector pointing from the centre of particle (j) to the

fluid interface. For |d| > a the particle is assumed to be desorbed from the fluid

interface.

The adsorption energy corresponding to Equation (2.11) is E = 1
2
fπγa2. Hence,

f represents the ratio of the adsorption energy E to the capillary energy scale

γa2. Comparing ∆E = 1
2
fπγa2 with the single-particle adsorption energy ∆E =

πγa2(1−| cos θc|)2 [8] gives f = 2(1−| cos θc|)2. As θc varies from θc = 0◦ (particle

residing in the outer liquid) to θc = 180◦ (particle residing in the inner liquid), f

varies from 0 to 2.0 as shown in Figure 2.2. A further dependence on the contact

angle can be embedded into the model (2.11), by taking into account that the

equilibrium position of the particle in a flat interface is a known function of the

contact angle.
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f

θc
Figure 2.2: Expected dependence, based on the single-particle adsorption energy, of
the non-dimensional adhesion strength parameter f on the particle contact angle.

For the hydrodynamic force Fh in Equation (2.10), the Stokes drag law is

adopted:

Fh = −6πµa (ẋp − uf (xp)) , (2.12)

where xp is the displacement of the particle and uf (xp) is the undisturbed fluid

velocity at the location of the particle. Improvements to this model can of course

be considered. For example, one can implement a concentration-dependent drag

coefficient in Equation (2.12) or introduce lubrication forces when a particle is

close to another particle or fluid interfaces.

The last force Fpp in Equation (2.8) is the summation of the forces exerted from

all neighbouring particles within a range onto the current particle. For electrostatic

repulsion forces between particle i and j in chapter 3, the following inverse-square

law is adopted:

F(ij)
pp =


(
F0

r2

)
nij, if a < r ≤ rc

0, if r > rc

, (2.13)

where F0 is a parameter determining the strength of the interactions, r is the

centre-to-centre distance between two particles and rc is a cut-off distance.
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For all other chapters, the interactions between particles are assumed to be

of solid contacts. A linear spring model is adopted following the practice of the

discrete element method (DEM) [141, 142]:

F(ij)
pp =


−kc(r − rc)nij, if r < rc

0, if r > rc

, (2.14)

where kc is a stiffness parameter. When kc → +∞ and rc → 2a, the perfect hard

sphere solid contact model is restored.

For simulations of dense particle monolayers, the value of rc needs to be large

enough to reduce the constraint on time stepping, but also small enough to min-

imise the interactions of a particle with its second nearest neighbours. The choice

of the value of rc needs to be adjusted according to the surface area fraction φs of

particle monolayer. If we assume that the packing of particles is quasi-hexagonal

on a surface, the average particle-particle distance l ≈ ( 2π√
3φs

)1/2a. For all simula-

tions adopting Equation (2.14) in the current thesis, we have φs = 0.5 which gives

l ≈ 2.69a. The average distance of a particle to its second nearest neighbour is

(
√

3+2
2

)l ≈ 5a, therefore setting rc = 5a is fairly an optimal choice.

A further advantage of using a linear particle-particle interaction model is that

the surface pressure depends on the surface fraction φs, but is independent of

a/R, where R is the radius of fluid interface curvature (e.g. drop radius). This

property will be very useful to the studies in the chapter 4. The proof is provided

in Appendix (A.2).

At the end, the exact equation of motion of a particle used in FIPI-Track is

given as:

6πµa (ẋp − uf (xp)) = mpg + Fpi + Fpp. (2.15)
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2.1.3 FIPI-Fluid

With the adoption of phase field method, the influence of the surface tension of fluid

interface can be represented by continuous normal forces acting at the interface

region. By treating each particle as a Lagrangian point, we do no need to enforce

no-slip boundary condition at the surface of the particle. Instead, the influence

of each particle suspended in the fluid is represented by a delta force acting at

the location of each particle. As a result, the effects of both fluid interface and

colloidal particles are incorporated into the Stokes equation. Plus the continuity

equation we have

0 = −∇p+ µ∇2u + fc −
N∑
j=1

(
F

(j)
pi + F

(j)
h

)
δ(x− x(j)

p ) (2.16)

0 = ∇ · u (2.17)

where fc is the force density due to the surface tension of bare fluid interface and

is calculated as [137]:

fc = ξ∇φ =

(
λ

ε2
(φ3 − φ)− λ∇2φ

)
∇φ. (2.18)

There are many forms of continuous surface tension forces that are equivalent to

each other in phase field methods [143]. The one above is chosen for FIPI-Fluid

due to that both ξ and ∇φ are readily available from Equation (2.1). Because ξ is

a scalar, and isosurfaces of φ are parallel to the fluid interface, the force fc = ξ∇φ

acts along the normal to the fluid interface. In the sharp-interface limit ε → 0, it

can be shown [84] that

ξ∇φ = −nκγδ(z) (2.19)
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where κ is the mean curvature of the fluid interface, n is the unit normal vector to

the fluid interface pointing towards the convex side, and δ(z) is the one-dimensional

Dirac delta function whose argument z is the coordinate normal to the fluid inter-

face.

It is noted that the two forces in the summation term in Equation (2.16) are

exactly the forces exerted on a single particle due to surrounding fluid, hence the

minus sign in front of the summation.

Since the fluid interface is implicitly captured by FIPI-Interface and the effects

of particles are modelled as point forces, there is no need to enforce any kinds of

fluid-fluid or fluid-solid boundary conditions and Equation (2.16) is valid anywhere

within the entire domain.

2.1.4 Modulation of Surface Tension by FIPI method

Despite of the modelling at particle scales, FIPI can still capture the modulation of

surface tension by absorbed particles. This can be understood by first considering

the relation between surface tension and pressure across the surface for a continuous

surface tension field, and then considering a similar relation for the case in which

the surface tension is due particle-particle interactions along the fluid interface.

Consider a curved patch of fluid interface A bounded by a line contour ∂A. For

an homogeneous surface tension γ (acting tangentially to the fluid interface), the

surface divergence theorem [144] reads

∫
∂A

γtdl = −
∫
A

γκndA (2.20)

where κ = ∇ · n is the local mean curvature, t is the unit vector parallel to the
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interface pointing out of A, and n is the unit normal vector perpendicular to the

interface and pointing towards the convex side of the interface. Equation (2.20)

implies that surface stresses that act tangentially to the fluid interface can be

translated into a force normal to the interface, and vice versa. This is the idea

behind many one-fluid methods in which surface tension effects are modelled as a

distributed normal force, including FIPI. In the field of computational multiphase

flow science, the idea was first applied in the pioneering work of Brackbill and

coworkers [145]. From Equation (2.20), considering an infinitesimal area element,

The force per unit area exerted by capillary forces in the direction n is

∆pγ = −κγ (2.21)

as can be easily seen from Equation (2.20) taking A to be infinitesimal.

Similarly, the surface stress exerted by a monolayer of particles absorbed on

fluid interface can be translated into a normal (pressure) force acting on the fluid

interface.

(a) Cross sectional view (b) Top view

Figure 2.3: Sketch of monolayer of particles distributed on curved interface with
interaction forces.

To illustrate this point in a simple geometry, consider a monolayer of particles

on a spherical interface with radius R. In the follows, we assume particles are ho-
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mogeneously distributed on fluid interfaces and the local arrangement of particles

is always axisymmetric around the direction normal to the fluid interface. Each

particle occupies a surface area Ap (Figure 2.3(b)). Let us assume for simplicity

that each particle interacts only with its first neighbours through repulsive forces.

In this simple geometry the 2D surface pressure Πs due to the particles (i.e. the

lateral pressure due to tangential inter-particle forces) can be calculated as [146]

Πs =
1

4

N∑
α6=β

[
Fαβ
‖ · (yβs − yαs )

]
G(xs − yαs )

=
NF‖l

4Ap

(2.22)

where G is the boxcar filter function taking value 1/Ap when yαs falls inside control

area and 0 outside, N is the coordination number, F‖ is the tangential component

of the inter-particle force between the test particle centred inside Ap and each

neighbouring particle, l is the arc length distance from the test particle and its first

neighbours. Because the inter-particle forces are repulsive, the surface pressure is

positive.

Because the fluid interface is curved, the tangential component of the inter-

particle forces produces a normal force on the test particle. The ratio of this

normal force and Ap, multiplied by the number of nearest neighbours, is the local

pressure ∆pp exerted by the particles on the fluid interface. Mathematically, the

force per unit area in the direction n (unit normal towards the convex side) is

∆pp =
NF⊥
Ap

. (2.23)

where F⊥ is the normal force due to each particle pair. The force F⊥ is just the
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projection of the tangential forces into the normal. Simple geometry gives

F⊥ = tan

(
l

2R

)
F‖ '

l

2R
F‖. (2.24)

where we have assumed, as it is typically the case, that l � R. Combining

Equation (2.22)(2.23)(2.24), and noticing that κ = 2/R for a sphere, leads to

∆pp = Πsκ, (2.25)

For Πs > 0, ∆pp and ∆pγ have opposite sign (compare equations 2.21 and 2.25).

Thus, for repulsive inter-particle forces, the presence of the particles leads, effec-

tively, to a reduction in surface tension (leading to an effective surface tension of

the particle-covered fluid interface γ−Πs smaller than the bare surface tension γ).

Examining the Stokes equation (2.16), the forcing terms fc and
∑N

j=1 F
(j)
pi δ(x−

x
(j)
p ) have the same physical meaning of the pressures ∆pγ and ∆pp in the example

above, respectively.

While the spherical geometry simplifies the derivation considerably, Equation

(2.25) is valid more generally. A proof in 2D is given here to show the equivalence

of fc and the collection of delta-function forces coming from particles absorbed

at fluid interface in Equation (2.16). Considering a general fluid interface in 2D

(Figure 2.4), a pillow box control volume V encloses a patch A of the fluid interface.

Within the CV the local curvature of the fluid interface is assumed to be κ = 1/R.

A total number of N particles are uniformly distributed within the CV and they

are in equilibrium under pairwise repulsive interaction forces with magnitude Fpp.

Each particle has a number of Nc neighbouring particles.
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Figure 2.4: A schematic of a general fluid interface in 2D covered with particles.
The control volume V is enclosed by red lines. The local fluid interface curvature
is 1/R.

Assuming static conditions for both fluid and particles, the integration of Equa-

tion (2.16) over the CV is

0 =

∫
V

{
−∇p+ fc −

N∑
j

F
(j)
pi δ
(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dV. (2.26)

Neglecting the weight of the particles in Equation (2.15) and knowing that fc =

−γκnδ(z) in the sharp interface limit [78], we have

0 =

∫
V

{
−∇p− γκnδ(z) +

N∑
j

F(j)
pp δ
(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dV, (2.27)

where n is the normal unit vector of the patch A pointing to the convex side and

δ(z) is the 1D delta function and z is the coordinate normal to the fluid interface.

Because F(j)
pp is given by a pairwise interaction with each particle j within the CV,

0 =

∫
V

{
−∇p− γκnδ(z) +

N∑
j

Nc∑
i

F(ij)
pp δ

(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dV. (2.28)
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Because the particles are residing on the fluid interface, we have

0 =

∫
A

{
−∆pn− γκn +

N∑
j

Nc∑
i

F(ij)
pp δA

(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dA, (2.29)

where ∆p is the pressure difference between convex and concave side of the fluid

interface, δA(x − x
(j)
p ) is a 2D delta function on the patch A. The force from

particle i to particle j can be decomposed into

F(ij)
pp = F(ij),‖

pp + F(ij),⊥
pp . (2.30)

At equilibrium, F(j),‖
pp = 0 because the particles do not translate parallel to the

interface. The perpendicular component can be expressed as

F(ij),⊥
pp = F (ij)

pp

l
(ij)
pp

2R
n(j) =

F
(ij)
pp l

(ij)
pp

2
κn(j), (2.31)

where l
(ij)
pp is the distance between centres of particle i and particle j. The integra-

tion 2.29 now becomes

0 =

∫
A

{
−∆pn− γκn +

N∑
j

Nc∑
i

F
(ij)
pp l

(ij)
pp

2
κn(j)δA

(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dA. (2.32)

Since l
(ij)
pp is constant within the patch because the particles are homogeneously

distributed and F
(ij)
pp depends only on l

(ij)
pp , we have

0 =

∫
A

{
−∆pn− γκn +

Fpplpp
2

N∑
j

Nc∑
i

κn(j)δA
(
x− x(j)

p

)}
dA. (2.33)
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As long as the summation of supports of all δA

(
x− x

(j)
p

)
is equal to A, we have

0 =

∫
A

{
−∆pn− γκn +

Fpplpp
2

NNcκn
1

A

}
dA. (2.34)

The surface pressure of a particle monolayer in 2D is calculated as

Πs =
1

A

∑
i

∑
j 6=i F

(ij)
pp l

(ij)
pp

2

=
NNcFpplpp

2A
.

(2.35)

Equation (2.34) now becomes

0 =

∫
A

{−∆pn− γκn + Πsκn} dA. (2.36)

Since the choice of the CV and the patch is arbitrary, we have

0 = −∆p− γκ+ Πsκ, (2.37)

which is the Young-Laplace equation when particles are present on fluid interfaces.

The above derivation shows that a collection of singular repulsive forces distributed

uniformly on a fluid interface can be described by a surface pressure on the fluid

interface. The surface pressure is counteracting the surface tension and the effective

surface tension γ − Πs determines the Laplace pressure across the fluid interface.
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2.2 Numerical Implementation

First of all, the system of equations solved in FIPI is listed below:



FIPI-Interface:

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = ∇ ·M∇

(
λ

ε2
(φ3 − φ)− λ∇2φ

)
FIPI-Track:

6πµa
(
ẋ(j)
p − uf (x

(j)
p )
)

= m
(j)
p g + F

(j)
pi + F(j)

pp for j = 1, 2, · · · , N

FIPI-Fluid:

0 = −∇p+ µ∇2u + fc −
N∑
j=1

(
F

(j)
pi + F

(j)
h

)
δ(x− x(j)

p )︸ ︷︷ ︸
particle forcing terms

0 = ∇ · u

(2.38)

The entire program is written in C++ from scratch by the author. Currently

all simulations by FIPI are set up in 3D periodic physical domain. The uniform

and orthogonal mesh is adopted. The Fourier spectral method is used to solve

the Cahn-Hilliard equation (2.1) and Stokes equation (2.16). The spectral method

offers more accurate numerical solutions for moderate density of meshes than other

common numerical schemes [147]. With the readily available numerical package

FFTW [148], the multi-threading computation of fast Fourier transform (FFT)

can be implemented very easily. Although the spectral method is only applicable

to periodic domain on a uniform structured grid, this restriction should not be a

big hurdle for the simulations of the homogeneous colloidal suspensions.

With Fourier spectral method, all field variables are transformed into frequency

space by performing FFT before further algebraic operations. Taking φ as an
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example, the FFT is done by

φk =
N−1∑
n=0

φne
−2πik·n/N (2.39)

where index n and k represent the location vector in physical space and wave vector

in frequency space respectively, i is the unit complex number and N = (N1, N2, N3)

is the vector representing the total number of grid points in three orthogonal

directions. Here we have n/N = (n1/N1, n2/N2, n3/N3).

Let us denote φk collectively by φ̂. In the follows the same notation rule will

be applied to other transformed field variables.

The continuous field φ in Equation (2.1) is spatially discretised in physical space

onto the computational grid and then transformed into Fourier space by performing

FFT. In Fourier space Equation (2.1) becomes

∂φ̂

∂t
+ {u · ∇φ}k = −k2M

{
λ

ε2
(φ3 − φ)

}
k

− k4Mλφ̂ (2.40)

where {}k is the Fourier transform of the nonlinear parts inside bracket and k = |k|

is the wave vector magnitude. Calculation of the non-linear terms are carried out

in physical space before they are transformed back into the Fourier space.

The time derivative term ∂φ̂
∂t

is discretised by a second-order backward differ-

encing formula (BDF). The forth-order gradient term is treated implicitly while

nonlinear terms are treated explicitly by a two-step Adam-Bashforth (AB) method.
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Now Equation (2.40) becomes

3φ̂n+1 − 4φ̂n + φ̂n−1

2∆t
= −(2ên − ên−1)− k2M(2f̂n − f̂n−1)− k4Mλφ̂n+1

ên =

{
un ·

(
−ikφ̂n

)
−k

}
k

f̂n =

{
λ

ε2
(
(φn)3 − φn

)}
k

(2.41)

where ()−k represents the inverse Fourier transform of the terms inside the bracket.

Due to the presence of the non-linear terms in Equation (2.40), it is expected

that aliasing errors may arise during the pseudo-spectral computation. However,

the problem is not as severe as in the direct simulation of Navier-Stokes equation

[149]. The reason is that in most of the time φ will be constant across most of the

computational domain and only varies swiftly from −1 to 1 across a narrow inter-

face region. The Fourier transform of φ will be approximately similar to that of

a sign function which decays extremely fast with increasing wave number. There-

fore for simulations with enough separation of scales between length of domain

and interface thickness, the nonlinear term is usually well resolved in frequency

space. As a result there is no need to eliminate the high frequency components

of the nonlinear term in Fourier space. The above explanation is confirmed in

the simulations as no anomalies have been encountered even without the use of

zero-padding technique.

There are a few important dimensionless parameters for the phase field model.

The first one is Cahn number, defined as the ratio of thickness ε of the fluid

interface and the length scale of interest L (domain size, radius of the interface

curvature, etc).

Cn =
ε

L
(2.42)
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While in reality the fluid interface has atomic thickness, in a phase-field method

the numerical thickness of the fluid interface is finite, and often quite large. This

feature enables capturing the fluid interface at a less expensive computational cost

but at the sacrifice of resolution. The choice for Cn is problem-dependent: the

Cahn number has to be reasonably small to accurately reproduce the interfacial

features of interest.

The second dimensionless parameter is related to the mobility parameter M in

Equation (2.1). The mobility parameter is nondimensionalised as

S =

√
Mµ

ε
, (2.43)

where S the ratio of the length scale
√
Mµ characterising the diffusion of the

chemical potential ξ to the thickness ε of the fluid interface [85, 150, 151]. Choosing

S requires addressing competing requirements. Large values of S damp the fluid

velocity near the fluid interface and lead to a loss of small scale features in the

distribution of φ. Small values of S leave the fluid interface vulnerable to thinning

or thickening under straining flows [85].

It should be noted that Equation (2.1)) which we are solving is a convection-

diffusion equation, and the diffusion here carries a physical meaning at length scales

much smaller than the fluid convection. Hence the balance between the convection

and diffusion has to be considered. The diffusive time scale can be quantified as

td = ε3

Mγ
. The convective time scale is tc = L

U
with L being the length scale of

interest. The Peclet number for Cahn-Hilliard equation can be defined as

Pe =
td
tc

(2.44)
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which in turn can be expressed as

Pe =
ε2

Mµ

Uµ

γ

ε

L

=
CaCn

S2

(2.45)

With Pe and Cn being prescribed for specific fluid problems, it can be noted

that S2 ∝ Ca. The mobility parameter need to be adjusted according to the

surrounding fluid velocity magnitude. This argument is in agreement with the

scaling law proposed in [152].

From Equation (2.15), the instantaneous velocity of the particle at time step n

can be explicitly calculated as

unp
(
tn,xnp

)
= uf

(
tn,xnp

)
+

Fpi

(
tn,xnp

)
+ Fpp

(
tn,xnp

)
6πµa

. (2.46)

Evaluation of the undisturbed fluid velocity uf at the particle location xp is not

an easy task. This quantity should account for the velocity disturbances induced by

all the other particles and the motion of the fluid interface, but not the self-induced

fluid velocity. Excluding the self-induced fluid velocity is possible in unbounded

and single phase fluid environment [111, 153, 154], but in problems with fluid

interfaces this clearly constitutes a major challenge. In the current thesis, this

problem is not completely solved. Rather, it is tolerable to include the self-induced

fluid velocity in uf in simulations in which the total force F exchanged between the

particle and the fluid (Equation (2.10)) is relatively small or the computational cell

size ∆x is sufficiently large. This is a common approach adopted in the simulations

of particle-laden turbulent flows [102, 103, 155]. This second option, which is to

set uf = 0, was adopted in the quasi-static problems considered in Chapter 4. The
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magnitude of the self-induced particle velocity u′ can be estimated to scale as u′ ∼
F
µ∆x

. Calling U the flow created by an external field plus the disturbances induced

by neighbouring particles, the self-induced fluid velocity does not practically cause

problems if u′

U
� 1. For a given fluid viscosity, this condition translates into a

constraint on the ratio F
∆x

.

From Equation (2.11) we know a challenge to compute Fpi is to gain knowledge

of the distance of the particle to the interface efficiently. We have found that having

at our disposal a phase-field variable is very useful in this respect. The phase field

variable at the centre of a particle j, φ(j) = φ(x
(j)
p , t), contains information about

the particle-interface distance and can be used to compute d(j) =
∣∣∣d(j)

∣∣∣ if a suitable

mapping between φ(j) and d(j) can be found. A solution used in FIPI is given in

the follows.

Assuming the phase field profile φ stays at or close to the equilibrium, we can

assume φ ' φeq = tanh( x√
2ε

) in the proximity of the fluid interface. An effective

interfacial region (Figure 2.5) can be defined where the distance d to the zero level

set of φ is d < 2
√

2ε (this corresponds to |φ| < 0.964). Within this region, the

phase field variable at the location of the solid particle can be accurately translated

into a distance to the fluid interface. The distance magnitude of the particle j to

the local fluid interface can be calculated as

d(j) =

∣∣∣∣∣
√

2

2
ε log

1 + φ(j)

1− φ(j)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.47)

The unit normal vector to the interface is calculated as n(j) = − φ(j)

|φ(j)|
∇φ(x(j), t)

|∇φ(x(j), t)| .

Therefore, both the values of φ and ∇φ at the centre of the particle are needed to

determine d(j) = d(j)n(j).
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a particle located arbitrarily within a grid cell.

Figure 2.5: Sketch of mapping between local phase field value at particle position
and its distance to interface

One requirement for the mapping between φ(j) and d(j) to work is that the

particle radius a must be smaller than the half of the thickness of the interfacial

region, a < 2
√

2ε. The reason for this is that as φ(j) → ±1 the distance d(j)

diverges to infinity according to Equation (2.47).

The calculation of the value of the fields φ and ∇φ at the location of the parti-
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cle centre requires an interpolation scheme. A trilinear interpolation scheme which

was also implemented in [155–157], is adopted. Other higher order interpolation

schemes can produce more accurate results, but would increase the computational

cost. With reference to Figure 2.6, a 2D version of the interpolation scheme (bilin-

ear) for calculating the value of φ at the location xp = (xp, yp) of a particle centre

reads

φ (xp, yp) =
(

1− xp
∆x

)(
1− yp

∆x

)
φ (x0, y0)

+
xp
∆x

(
1− yp

∆x

)
φ (x1, y0)

+
(

1− xp
∆x

) yp
∆x

φ (x0, y1)

+
xp
∆x

yp
∆x

φ (x1, y1) ,

(2.48)

where ∆x is the length of a unit cell edge. All other field variables are interpolated

at the location of the particle in the same way.

The last term need to be closed in Equation (2.46) is Fpp. For each particle j, it

is equal to the sum of all the pairwise interaction forces F(ij)
pp between the current

particle j and its neighbours.

Calculating Fpp for each particle j requires the knowledge of the list of particles

that are located within the cut-off distance rc from particle j. A naive pairwise

scan over total N particles will give a computational complexity of the order of

O (N2).

To reduce the computational overhead, a cell-list sorting method is employed

[158]. The computational domain is first uniformly subdivided into cells with edge

length greater to the cut-off distance of the interaction. All particles are then

sorted into these cells. For each particle, a distance check is performed between
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the current particle and all particles in the neighbouring cells. Because the edge

of the cell is at least equal to the cut-off radius of the interactions, no particles

within the cut-off radius are missed during the check. If the distance between two

particles is smaller than the cut-off radius, their interaction forces is calculated. A

schematics of the cell-list sorting method is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Cell-list sorting method. Left: The computational domain is divided
into smaller sorting cells (dashed line). The test particle is marked in red. Right:
a distance check will be performed between the test particle and all particles in the
neighbouring cells (enclosed by green dashed line) and the current cell (enclosed
by red dashed line).

The pseudo code of the cell-list method for calculation of interaction forces for

a cluster of particles is illustrated in Algorithm (1).

With all the terms in Equation (2.46) closed, particle velocity up is computed

and we can proceed to calculate the displacement of the particle. Heun’s method
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Algorithm 1 Cell-List Sorting

1: Loop over all particles :
2: Calculate icell, jcell from the coordinate of current particle
3: Append the particle index to the linked list of cell icell, jcell
4:

5:

6: Loop over all particles :
7: Loop over all neigbouring cells of the current particle j :
8: Loop over all particles of the current cell :
9: Calculate the distance between the two particles

10: If distance < rc :
11: Calculate their interaction force

is adopted for time marching the displacement. It is essentially a two-stage Runge-

Kutta method. In the first stage, an estimate of the particle position at the next

time step is given as

x̄n+1
p = xnp + δtunp

(
tn,xnp

)
, (2.49)

where δt is the unit time step. In the second stage, the position of the particle

is calculated with second-order accuracy using the estimate obtained in the first

stage:

xn+1
p = xnp +

δt

2

(
up
(
tn,xnp

)
+ up

(
tn+1, x̄n+1

p

))
. (2.50)

The Stokes equation (2.16) is also solved by spectral method as the Cahn-

Hilliard equation (2.1) in FIPI-Interface. After solving the equations in FIPI-

Interface and FIPI-Track, two forcing terms on the right hand side of equation

(2.16) can already be calculated explicitly. However, an additional step is needed

before we can solve the Equation (2.16).

In contrast to the continuous form of the surface tension force (Equation (2.18)),

the forcing terms from particles in the Stokes equation (2.16) are delta-function

forces that need to be regularised and projected back to the computational grids.

As suggested by [159], only when the weights used in the projection scheme are
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equal to the weights used in the interpolation scheme, the point-particle algorithm

would be consistent. Therefore the same stencil used for the interpolation scheme

is adopted for the projection scheme in FIPI. As an example in 2D, the force F

from a particle located at xp = (xp, yp) is projected onto the nearby grid points

(Figure 2.6) in the following way:

f(x0, y0) =F
1

∆V

1− xp
∆x

1− yp
∆x

f(x1, y0) =F
1

∆V

xp
∆x

1− yp
∆x

f(x0, y1) =F
1

∆V

1− xp
∆x

yp
∆x

f(x1, y1) =F
1

∆V

xp
∆x

yp
∆x

(2.51)

where ∆V is the volume of a single computational cell. This projection scheme

regularise the delta-function force into a smooth function whose compact support

is the region occupied by a computational cell.

Let us denote the total force density from all forcing terms in Equation (2.16)

as ftotal. Applying the divergence operation on Equation (2.16) and combining it

with the continuity equation we have

∇2p = ∇ · ftotal, (2.52)

which after being transformed into Fourier space is

−k2p̂ = ik · f̂total. (2.53)

The pressure field is expressed as

p̂ = −ik · f̂total
k2

. (2.54)
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Multiplying both sides of Equation (2.54) by ik gives

ikp̂ =
k
(
k · f̂total

)
k2

(2.55)

where the left hand side is the gradient of the pressure in Fourier space, the right

hand side is exactly the component of f̂total that is parallel to the wave vector k.

Transforming Equation (2.16) into Fourier space and combining it with Equation

(2.55), the fluid velocity field in Fourier space can be computed as

û =
1

µk2

f̂total −
k
(
k · f̂total

)
k2

 . (2.56)

The flow field is assumed to have zero mean value, therefore we set û = 0 when

k = 0. The fluid velocity in physical space can then be computed by performing

an inverse FFT of û.

2.3 Validation Studies

A challenge faced during the development of FIPI has been the lack of analytical

results that could be used for validating simulations of fluid interfaces populated

by particles. Five validation cases are discussed in this section. A simulation case

to qualitatively prove that FIPI can capture the jamming of the fluid interface and

a code performance study are given at the end.
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2.3.1 Test 1: Deformation of a Spherical Drop in a Simple

Shear Flow

To validate the Navier-Stokes/Cahn-Hilliard solver, without the particle, I have

considered the deformation of a drop in simple shear flow. The deformation of

an initially spherical drop in homogeneous shear flow is a classic problem that

has been studied extensively in literature [160–162]. A single spherical drop is

immersed in another fluid phase. Under the homogeneous shear flow, the drop will

deform into an ellipsoid according to the direction and magnitude of the imposed

shear. For current studies only the Stokes flow problem is considered.

The set-up of the problem is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The simulations are

carried out in 3D, a linear shear flow (Figure 2.8 Right) with a constant shear rate

is imposed onto the entire computational domain (Figure 2.8 Left) of size [2, 2, 2].

A spherical droplet of radius 0.5 is initially positioned in the centre of the domain.

The total grid size is 64×64×64. Periodic boundary conditions are enforced in all

three directions. No particles are included in the current simulations. The density

of the drop is the same as that of the surrounding fluid.

Figure 2.8: Sketch of simulation of droplet under pure shear flow.

The degree of deformation of the drop can be quantified by a deformation
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parameter D = (L−S)/(L+S), where L and S are the longest and shortest axes

of the ellipsoidal droplet. The relation between D and the capillary number Ca,

valid for Ca� 1, was found analytically by G.I. Taylor [160]. It is given by

D =
35

32
Ca (2.57)

The results of the simulations with FIPI are reported in Figure 2.9, and com-

pared to Equation (2.57). The computed deformation parameter D is in good

agreement with the theory. The relative error is below 5% in all cases.
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D
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Eq.(2.57)

Figure 2.9: Deformation parameter versus capillary number for a initial spherical
drop in shear flow. The solid line is the analytical solution valid for Ca� 1 .
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2.3.2 Test 2: Modulation of the Surface Tension by a Par-

ticle Monolayer Embedded in a Spherical Fluid In-

terface

In this test, simulations are carried out to show how the Laplace pressure is changed

by surface pressure of a particle monolayer covering the surface of a spherical drop.

The simulation set-up is as sketched in Figure 2.10. A spherical drop of radius

R is initially put at the centre of the computational domain of size [2π, 2π, 2π] with

grid size 64× 64× 64. The surface tension of the drop is γ. The particle-particle

interaction model in Equation (2.14) is implemented in the current simulations,

with rc = 5a and kc ranging from 0 to 0.5γ to induce different magnitude of surface

pressure Πs.

Figure 2.10: Simulation set-up for measuring the Laplace pressure ∆p as a function
of the surface pressure Πs created by particle monolayer. The solid particles are
coloured in light blue.

The surface pressure Πs is the isotropic component of the surface stress tensor

σ originating from the conservative inter-particle forces. The surface stress due to

the particles can be decomposed into an isotropic and a deviatoric component as

σ = −ΠsI+σD. The deviatoric component σD is associated to the shear elasticity
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of the particle monolayer. The surface pressure Πs is the stress response of a

particle monolayer to an isotropic dilatation or compression. In current simulation

the surface tension of the bare interface γ affects only the isotropic component

of the surface stress of the composite interface. The particles are assumed to be

much larger than the molecules composing the bare interface, so the effects of the

particles and of the bare interface on the effective surface tension can be taken to

be additive.

At a surface point xs, the stress tensor can be calculated (see Appendix (A.1))

as

σ =
1

2

N∑
α=1

N∑
β 6=α

Fαβ(yβs − yαs )G(xs − yαs ). (2.58)

In this expression, Fαβ is the force on particle α due to particle β. The surface

position vectors yαs and yβs locate the centers of particles α and β, respectively. The

summation is over all the particles in the monolayer. The function G is a smooth

surface filter function with compact support which isolates a surface control region

around xs. Typical choices for the filter function suggested by three-dimensional

calculations are the box function and the Gaussian filter; the specific choice of

filtering should not affect the definition of spatially-average quantities [49].

Our derivation of Equation (2.58) follows from recent work on bulk suspensions

by Nott, Guazzelli and Pouliquen [51], who in turn extended work by Anderson

and Jackson on suspension stresses due to particle-particle contacts [49, 50]. The

derivation assumes pair-wise interactions; however, the formula is expected to hold

more generally [51]. Equation (2.58) can be recognised as a version of the Irving-

Kirkwood formula, here applied to a system of particles constrained to a curved

surface.
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In the calculations presented in the current investigation, G is a box function,

constant and equal to 1/Ac in a curved surface element (the averaging region) of

area Ac centred at xs and zero otherwise. With G being a box function, we have

σ =
1

2Ac

∑
α

N∑
β 6=α

Fαβ(yβs − yαs ). (2.59)

where now the index α runs over all the particles within the averaging region, while

β indexes particles that can be either inside or outside the averaging region Ac.

Taking the trace of Equation (2.59) and multiplying by−1/2 yields the following

formula for the surface pressure of a 2D particle monolayer:

Πs = − 1

4Ac

∑
α

N∑
β 6=α

Fαβ · (yβs − yαs ). (2.60)

The repulsion between the particles induces a surface pressure Πs > 0 that acts

to oppose the effect of the bare surface tension. The effective surface tension of

the fluid-particle composite interface is given by

γeff = γ − Πs. (2.61)

As a result, the modified Young-Laplace equation for a spherical drop with radius

R covered by solid particles can be written as

∆p =
2 (γ − Πs)

R
. (2.62)

The Laplace pressure ∆p, namely the difference in pressure between the inside

and the outside of the drop, was computed from the simulation result for differ-
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ent values of Πs. The results are shown in Figure 2.11 with comparison to the

theoretical prediction by Equation (2.62) and the agreement is excellent.
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Figure 2.11: Laplace pressure of a spherical drop covered by a particle monolayer
vs. particle-induced surface pressure. The solid line is Equation (2.62). The open
circles are the simulation results.

2.3.3 Test 3: Deformation of a Flat Fluid Interface by a

Single Particle Exerting a Normal Force

Here I simulate the deformation of a flat, horizontal fluid interface when a solid

particle embedded in the interface “pushes” down on the fluid interface due to an

external force (e.g. gravity). For this problem an analytical solution exists. A

schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 2.12. The profile of the perturbed

fluid interface is measured at steady state as a function of radial distance from the

particle centre.
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Figure 2.12: Pinching a solid particle away from fluid interface by an external force
F.

A neutrally buoyant spherical particle of radius a = π
32

is placed on the flat fluid

interface. The fluid above and below the fluid interface have densities ρ1 and ρ2,

respectively. A constant external force F is exerted on the particle. The particle

starts to move out of its equilibrium position, deforming the fluid interface. The

time history of the maximum dip (at the location of particle) of the fluid interface

is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: (a)Time evolution of the maximum downward displacement of the
fluid interface caused by exerting a downward force of magnitude F on the particle.
The displacement of the fluid interface is normalised by h? = F

2πγ
and the time is

normalised by t? = µ
∆ρgh?

. The pictures of the particle laden interface at three

different time instants are shown in (b)-(d), corresponding to A,B,C in (a).

At steady state, the interface profile is described by a screened Poisson equation

in 2D,

σ∇2h = −∆ρgh+ Fδ(x). (2.63)

The axisymmetric solution of this equation is

h(x) =
F

2πγ
K0

( |x|
lc

)
(2.64)
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where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and the screening

length lc is equal to the capillary length
√

γ
∆ρg

.

The steady state profile of the fluid interface is studied as a function of the two

numerical parameters S and Cn.
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Eq.(2.64)

Figure 2.14: Normalised fluid interface profile as a function of s.

Figure 2.14 shows that for all values of S, the fluid interface profile produced by

simulations matches the solution given by Equation (2.64) very well except near

the location of the particle.

For regions close to the particle, the simulated fluid interface profile is approach-

ing to analytical solution as S → 0. It is evident that a smaller S makes the fluid

interface become more “flexible”, while a large value of S reduces the deformation.

The theoretical result given by Equation (2.64) suggests h → ∞ as r → 0.
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In other words, the curvature generated by a singular perturbation at the point

of action goes to infinity according to analytical solution. Within the context of

phase field method, since the fluid interface has a finite thickness of the order

of ε, any interfacial feature with length scales smaller than ε cannot be resolved.

Near the fluid interface, for length scales of ε and below, the diffusion of the phase

field due to the diffusion term in Equation (2.1) dominates the convective motions

caused by the fluid flow. As a consequence, the singular curvature at the point

of perturbation can only be captured by decreasing or eliminating the strength of

the diffusion in Equation (2.1).

However, in practical applications it is not advised to reduce S excessively.

As suggested by [85], a small mobility parameter will make the fluid interface

become thick under external straining flow. Often the value of S has to be chosen

pragmatically based on the particular problem at hand (i.e., through a convergence

study).

On the other hand, the exact analytical solution can be asymptotically reached

by reducing Cn towards zero while keeping S constant. This trend is shown in

Figure 2.15. By reducing the fluid interface thickness, a higher curvature of fluid

interface can be reproduced in simulation.
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Figure 2.15: Normalised fluid interface profile as a function of Cn

2.3.4 Test 4: Pinching of a Spherical Drop by a Pair of

Particles

An analytical solution of the shape of a drop pinched by two particles attached at

the opposite ends is available [5]. This physical problem is well suited for study-

ing how a curved fluid interface, compared to the flat fluid interface in previous

subsection, deforms under the forces exerted by the attached solid particles. A

qualitative schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of the deformation of a spherical drop pinched by two solid
particles attached at the opposite ends.

The FIPI simulation is set up as follows: a spherical drop of radius R is placed

at the centre of computational domain [2π, 2π, 2π], A pair of solid particles with

radius a = 0.1R are placed at the top and the bottom of the drop. At the start of

the simulation, a force of constant magnitude F = πγa is exerted on both particles,

either pulling them away or towards each other. At steady state, the equilibrium

shape of the drop resembles an unduloid as given by Ref.[5]:

z = R+E(ψ, ke) +
cR2

R−
F (ψ, ke) (2.65)

where E(ψ, ke) and F (ψ, ke) are incomplete elliptic integral of the first and second
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hand respectively, and

sinψ =

√
R2

+ −R2

R2
+ −R2

−
(2.66)

ke =

√
1− R2

−
R2

+

. (2.67)

R+ and R− are the longer and shorter radius of the unduloid, respectively. Both

radius are linked to an integration constant c as

R+ =

√
1− c+

√
1− 2c

2
R0 (2.68)

R− =

√
1− c−

√
1− 2c

2
R0 (2.69)
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Figure 2.17: A quarter of the middle section of the drop shape when the drop
is pinched by external forces acting on attached solid particles. (a) The drop
is stretched by the pair of particles. (b) The drop is compressed by the pair of
particles. Solid lines are FIPI simulation results and dashed lines are analytical
solution of [5].

The simulation results of stretching the drop (Figure 2.17(a)) clearly gives a

better agreement with the analytical solution than that of compressing the drop

(Figure 2.17b). A significant error occurs near the particle, particularly in the
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compression case. The possible reason is that the analytical solution presented

here only concerns the minimisation of the free energy due to the presence of the

fluid interface only. The discrepancy can possibly originate from the details related

to the contact line.

2.3.5 Test 5: Effective Surface Tension of a Pendant Drop

The pendant drop is a drop held at the top (e.g. by the orifice of a pipette) and

immersed in a gas or in a liquid that is lighter than the liquid the drop is made of.

The shape of the drop is determined by the competition between surface tension

and gravity. The pendant-drop tensiometry is a standard method for measuring

the surface tension of surfactant-laden or particle-laden drops [163, 164].

A set of simulations of pendant drops covered with a monolayer of repulsive

particles are carried out using FIPI. The objective of the current validation test is

to demonstrate that FIPI does capture the correct deformation of the drop under

different effective surface tension of the fluid-particle composite interface. More

simulation results on the pendant drop simulation are included in Chapter 3.

The simulation is done in a rectangular parallelepiped of [2π, 2π, 3π], discretised

into 64 × 64 × 96 nodes. Periodic boundary conditions are enforced in the three

orthogonal directions. A spherical drop is initially positioned at the centre of

domain. The drop is held at the top by a ring of stationary solid particles positioned

at 0.95R above the centre of the drop with R as the initial radius of the drop. The

Bond number calculated by using the surface tension of the bare fluid interface

Bo = ∆ρgR2

γ
is set to 0.1. At the beginning of the simulations, 5000 solid particles

with radius a/R = 0.02 are uniformly distributed across the surface of the drop.

The interactions between particles are set to follow the linear spring model in
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Equation (2.14), with rc = 5a. By adjusting the spring stiffness kc, the particles

monolayer can induce different surface pressures.

Once the simulation starts, the spherical drop starts to deform under the effect

of gravity before eventually comes to a steady state when gravity and the effective

surface tension balance each other. The effective surface tension of the drop at

steady state can be calculated by two methods:

• The shape fitting technique of Fordham (See Ref.[165, 166])

• A direct calculation of Πs using area averaging and γeff = γ−Πs (Equation

(2.61))

where Πs is given by Equation (2.60), and the effective surface tension γeff accounts

for the presence of the particle. The results for the comparison between the two

methods are reported in Table (2-A).

Pendant Drop Simulation Results

Case

Number

Surface Tension

measured by Shape

Fitting

Surface Tension

measured by

Irving-Kirkwood

Formula

Relative Error %

1 0.0696 0.07 0.6%

2 0.0543 0.056 3%

3 0.0424 0.0419 1.2%

4 0.0277 0.028 1.0%

5 0.0175 0.0164 6.7%

Table 2-A: Surface tension measured by Fordham’s shape-fitting method in com-
parison with the values calculated by area averaging and using Irving-Kirkwood’s
formula (Equation (2.60)).
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The case 1 is the simulation done without the particles therefore Πs = 0. The

shape of the pendant drops at steady state is shown for case 1 and 5 in Figure

2.18. It is evident that the shape of the drop is more stretched in case 5, due to the

reduction of surface tension caused by the monolayer covering the fluid interface.

The relative error between the two methods is small, well within 5% on average.

Fordham’s technique is based on mapping the shape of the drop calculated through

a solution to the non-linear Young-Laplace equation to a surface tension value. The

good comparison between Fordham’s method and the direct calculation of surface

pressure with FIPI indicates that FIPI captures the correct drop shape expected

from the solution of the Young-Laplace equation of capillarity (also in the presence

of the particles).

(a) Case 1 (b) Case 5

Figure 2.18: The shape of the pendant drop at steady state. (a) Case 1 (b) Case
5.

2.3.6 Simulation of Arrest of Liquid-Liquid Demixing by

Absorbed Particles on Fluid Interface

For an immiscible binary fluid that is initially homogeneously mixed, the mixture

will spontaneously undergoes phase separation [136]. The presence of solid parti-
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cles absorbed on fluid interface can effectively slow down or even stop the phase

separation process [23, 122]. Here some simulations are shown to qualitatively

demonstrate that FIPI can capture this physical phenomenon.

The simulation is set up as follows: within a cubic computational domain of size

[2π, 2π, 2π], the phase field variable φ is initialised using a random uniform distri-

bution of values between −0.1 and 0.1 (this distribution models a homogeneously

mixed binary fluid). Isocontours of φ = 0 at the beginning of the simulations are

shown in Figure 2.20(a). Three different cases of simulations have been performed.

The parameters are listed in Table (2-B).

Case Condition

1 FIPI-Interface

2 FIPI-Interface + FIPI-Fluid

3 Full FIPI

Table 2-B: Three different simulations for phase separation process. Case 1 is the
simulation of the Equation (2.1) without the convection term. Case 2 is the simu-
lation done with the complete Equation (2.1) and the Stokes equation (Equation
(2.16)). Case 3 is the simulation with all FIPI components (Including the dynamics
of a group of particles).

The non-dimensional mobility parameter s is set to 0.2 for all three cases. The

Cahn number Cn = ε/L is set to 0.017, with L being the length of the cubic

computational domain. The total simulation time is non-dimensionalised by the

characteristic time tc = Lµ/γ, where µ is the viscosity. The non-dimensional

simulation length is set to 114. For case 3, a total number of 7000 particles with

radius of a/L = 0.016 are randomly distributed with uniform probability within

the computational domain at the beginning. The corresponding volume fraction

of the solid particles is 12.2%.
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The total free energy of the phase field of the entire volume, being a character-

istic indicator of the phase separation process, is calculated as

Ftot =

∫
Ω

F, (2.70)

where the free energy density F is defined in Equation (2.3). The time evolution

of the total free energy Ftot for the simulations of all three cases is shown in Figure

2.19.
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ΠsA (Case 3)

Figure 2.19: The free energy of the entire domain versus time during the phase
separation process for three simulation cases. The total free energy Ftot is nor-
malised as F ′tot = Ftot/γL

2. The time is normalised by the capillary time scale
tc = Lµ

γ
as t′ = t/tc.

At the initial condition, the binary fluid can be considered as homogeneously

mixed (Figure 2.20(a)). After the simulations started, the initial separation process

was mostly driven by the diffusion term in the Cahn-Hilliard equation for all three

cases.

For case 1, after the fluid interface was formed (φ approximately follows the
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profile of tanh(x/
√

2ε) across the fluid interface), the diffusion process began to

slow down. By the end of the simulation (Figure 2.20(b)) the free energy still did

not reach a steady state value. As the time scale of the simulations with only

diffusion is significantly longer [136], the simulation in case 1 was made not to

proceed further.

For case 2 that includes FIPI-Fluid, the flow induced by the surface tension

force started to become dominant once the fluid interfaces were clearly formed.

The surface tension flow is essentially a mean curvature flow that tries to minimise

the interface area. Hence the surface tension flow introduced an additional driving

force for the reduction of the total free energy. This is evidenced by a faster

decline rate of the total free energy for t′ > 10 in case 2 compared to case 1. At

steady state, F ′tot ≈ 2, corresponding to the formation of two planar fluid interfaces

(Figure 2.20(c)).

However, in case 3 in which the solid particles are included, the particle mono-

layer formed at the fluid interface started to jam the fluid interface when the

interface area was reduced below a critical value. The jammed particle monolayer

effectively froze the phase separation process. The total free energy was kept con-

stant at a value much larger than the steady state value in case 2 (as shown in

Figure 2.19 for t′ > 20). In experimental settings, the resulting meso-porous struc-

ture is called a “Bijel” [23]. The simulated structure is shown in Figure 2.20(d).

It is interesting to note that in case 3 the surface energy created by the particle

monolayer ΠsA (purple line in Figure 2.19) exactly matches the total free energy

of the phase field at steady state. Since the free energy is concentrated at the

fluid interface and Ftot = γA, this implies Πs = γ. The surface tension is balanced

by the surface pressure of the particle monolayer. As a consequence the capillary
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force driving fluid-fluid demixing is reduced to negligible values.

(a) Initial fluid interface
contour (φ = 0).

(b) Case 1 (c) Case 2 (d) Case 3

Figure 2.20: The fluid interface contours at (a) the start and (b-d) the end of
simulation.

2.4 Performance Considerations

To test the efficiency of the FIPI, the simulation in section 2.4.6 is repeated with a

smaller particle radius a
L

= 0.004 to accommodate more particles inside the com-

putational domain. The simulation is performed for 1000 time steps corresponding

to a physical time of 11.1Lµ
γ

. The wall-clock time spent by each simulation is mea-

sured against the number N of particles in the simulation. The results are shown

in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Simulation time (in minutes) versus number of particles present in
the computational domain.

For simulations with N < 106, the order of magnitude of tsim is approximately

constant. This indicates that most of the computational cost is attributed to the

solvers of FIPI-Fluid and FIPI-Interface when the solid particles are relatively

sparse. When N > 105, the order of magnitude of tsim increase dramatically .

The slope of the log(tsim) versus logN remains approximately constant at 1.38 for

N > 105. In the current version of FIPI, the scaling of computational cost with

number of particles is thus only slightly super-linear. As far as particle-tracking

code is concerned, this good performance is mostly due to the implementation of

an efficient neighbour search algorithm.



Chapter 3

Numerical Experiments with

FIPI: I-Investigation of Surface

Stress Anisotropy in a

Particle-Covered Pendant Drop

In this chapter, surface stresses are investigated in a simulation of a pendant drop in

which the interface is covered by a monolayer of repulsive colloidal particles form-

ing a curved 2D colloidal crystal. Colloidal crystals at fluid interfaces have been

used as model systems to study topological defects on curved manifolds [45, 46].

Colloidal crystals of varying degree of micro structural order often form in systems

when the particles are charged [167]. In the current simulations, the particle-

particle interaction force model is designed to mimic a screened repulsive Coulomb

interaction between charged particles. From a fundamental perspective, consid-

ering purely repulsive interactions lays the basis for understanding the interplay

98
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between repulsive and attractive forces.

The main aim of this investigation is to elucidate the spatial distribution and

anisotropy of the surface stresses. Among other effects, the presence of anisotropic

surface stresses is associated with the formation of wrinkles and other buckling

phenomena in drops or bubbles bearing structured interfaces [40, 60, 168–171].

Non-uniform stresses have been shown to play a fundamental role in the mechanics

of jammed fluid interfaces [57]. In contrast to previous pendant drop simulations, in

which the complex interface is treated as a continuum [68], the particles are treated

as discrete objects. Surface stresses due to particles have been investigated for flat

[63, 63, 172, 173] or spherical interfaces [146]. The current work aims to highlight

challenges in measuring surface stresses from interfaces presenting geometrically

complex and potentially time-dependent morphologies.

To calculate surface stresses resulting from particles absorbed at the surface

of the drop, two main approaches can be adopted. For static problems, the con-

ventional approach is to fit the shape of the composite interface to a numerical

solution of the non-linear Young-Laplace equation. Since in general the surface

stresses are non-uniform and locally anisotropic, this approach provides a ”best-

fit” to the properties of the entire drop surface. It is worthwhile to note that

in Ref.[40], a shape-fitting procedure that enable to calculate anisotropic stresses

has been recently proposed. A second approach is to calculate the local surface

stress directly by local spatial averaging, using an extension of Irving-Kirkwood’s

expression (Eq.(2.59)). It is possible to utilise this approach even when the particle

arrangement or the drop shape are time dependent. In the current investigation,

both approaches will be adopted and the results are compared when possible.

In experiments the interfacial curvature is rarely uniform or isotropic, and this
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affects the particle distribution in a non-trivial way. On a surface of non-uniform

curvature the particles will redistribute on the surface, adopting after surface stress

relaxation a concentration distribution consistent with the condition of zero tan-

gential forces on the particles. In addition, while in the case of uniform interfacial

curvature and homogeneous particle packing one can average over the entire sur-

face, non-uniformity necessarily requires applying local averaging.

It is demonstrated through numerical experiments that the isotropic contri-

bution to the stress calculated from the Irving-Kirkwood expression converges to

the surface tension calculations based on fitting the shape of the interface to the

Young-Laplace equation. In addition, the Irving-Kirkwood formula enables the

direct calculation of the anisotropic component of the surface stress, which is re-

lated to the surface shear elasticity. The spatial distribution and the magnitude of

the anisotropic surface stresses in static and transient simulations are investigated.

As it was recently demonstrated with the use of principles of interfacial contin-

uum mechanics, anisotropy and uniformity are intimately linked, as surfaces with

non-uniform stress should also display non-isotropic stress, and vice versa [40].

3.1 Simulation Method

Simulations have been done for a pendant drop covered with a monolayer of iden-

tical spherical particles. As in classical pendant drop experiments, the drop is held

at the top and deforms under gravity. The momentum equation, which is treated

in the low-Reynods number limit, now includes a gravitational term ρg,

−∇p+ µ∇2u + ρg + ξ∇φ+
N∑
i=1

Fiδ(x− xi) = 0 (3.1)
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Following the model of capillary force between particle and fluid interface

F
(i)
pi in equation (2.11), the physics of particle adsorption requires f = O(1)

[5, 128, 174, 175]. For static simulations f = 1 is used. When using f = 1 in

transient simulations, under certain conditions (typically for large surface cover-

age) the particles are expelled from the interface in correspondence to the top edge

of the drop. This phenomenon seems to be quite sensitive to the way the drop is

pinned. To limit the complexity of the simulations, in transient simulations the

particles are constrained to the surface of the drop by choosing f = 10.

The particle-particle interaction force F
(ij)
pp on particle i due to particle j is as-

sumed to be a screened Coulomb interaction force. The model of particle-particle

interaction force F ij
pp in equation (2.14) is adopted, where rc now can represent

a finite Debye length of the screened Coulomb interaction between two charged

colloidal particles. Coulomb and dipole-dipole electrostatic interaction forces be-

tween colloids at fluid-fluid interface can be approximated by r−2 and a r−4 power

laws, respectively [45, 176–178]. In addition to be relevant to experiments with

strongly charged particles, the r−2 law makes particle-particle interaction effects

more marked, and therefore was chosen for the current work. It is expected that

the qualitative features of the results presented in the current investigations will

not depend significantly on the value of the power-law exponent.

The governing equations are solved in a triply-periodic domain by a pseudo-

spectral method. Spectral methods enables accurate evaluation of spatial deriva-

tives owing to the Fourier series representation and a fast solution. To pin the drop

at its top portion, a ring of stationary particles is used to exert forces in the upward

direction, opposite to gravity. For these particles, the particle-interface capillary

adhesion was tuned so that the particle ring could sustain the total weight of the

drop.
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3.2 Simulation Parameters and Procedure

The physical parameters related to the fluid and the bare interface are the gravity

constant g, the density difference ∆ρ between the drop and the surrounding fluid,

the surface tension of the bare interface γ, and the initial radius of the drop R.

The parameters associated to the particles are the particle radius a, the number

of particles N , the inter-particle force parameter F0, and the cut-off length rc.

These parameters enable to build the following non-dimensional groups: the area

fraction φs, the Bond number Bo = ∆ρgR2/γ of the drop without the particles,

the non-dimensional interaction strength parameter F = F0/(γa
3), the interaction

range parameter rc/a, and the ratio of the particle size to the drop size a/R. For

all current simulations, the ratio of the particle radius to the initial drop radius is

fixed to a/R = 0.02.

The area fraction values reported in the current investigations are calculated

as φs = Nπa2/A0, where A0 = 4πR2. Being based on the initial drop radius, the

values of φs should be interpreted as nominal area fractions. By calculating the

local area fraction at the drop apex by area averaging it is verified that the values

of φs based on the initial drop area are very close numerically to those measured

with the deformed drop.

At the start of each simulation, the particles are randomly arranged on the

surface of the drop and the inter-particle force is switched off. After enabling

the interparticle interactions, the monolayer quickly relaxes to adopt a particle

distribution consistent with the instantaneous drop shape. The observed time

scale over which the particles relaxed in the interface was found to be much smaller

than the time scale of droplet deformation. The microstructure can therefore be

assumed to change quasi-statically as the drop deforms. Unless otherwise specified,
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the Bond number is set to Bo = 0.223.

3.3 Results

In the work of current chapter, an orthogonal coordinate system is adopted, where

the subscript s and φ denotes the meridional and azimuthal coordinate respectively

[40]. Lines at constant s are circles lying in planes perpendicular to the axis of

the drop. The local stress due to the particles in the azimuthal and meridional

directions corresponding to Equation (2.59) are given by

σφφ =
1

2Ac

∑
α

∑
β 6=α

Fαβ,φ

(
yβs,φ − yαs,φ

)
(3.2)

and

σss =
1

2Ac

∑
α

∑
β 6=α

Fαβ,s
(
yβs,s − yαs,s

)
, (3.3)

respectively.

In the current simulations, the surface stress tensor is diagonal in the local

orthogonal coordinate system. In other words, principle directions of surface stress

are azimuthal and meridional directions. In the local basis adopted here, σφφ and

σss are thus the only non-zero elements of the 2D surface stress tensor. The surface

pressure satisfies Πs = −(σφφ + σss)/2. The deviatoric components of the surface

stress in the azimuthal and meridian directions are given by σDφφ = (σφφ − σss)/2

and σDss = −σDφφ, respectively.
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(a) φs = 0.15 (b) φs = 0.4 (c) φs = 0.45

Figure 3.1: Steady-state drop shapes for different values of the area fraction φs
and fixed F = 0.707 and rc/a = 15.6.

Simulated equilibrium drop shapes for different values of the area fraction up to

φs = 0.45 are shown in Figure 3.1. As the number of particles increases (for a fixed

particle size), the drop assumes a more elongated shape, suggesting a reduction

in the effective surface tension of the composite interface. For the values of area

fraction shown, the particles are seen to be arranged in a dominant hexagonal

order, forming a 2D colloidal crystal. A disclination in the crystal structure in

which one particle is surrounded by 7 particles is indicated by a circle in Figure

3.1(c). Topological defects such as disclination and dislocations are important

features of hexagonal crystals on curved surfaces [45, 46, 179, 180].

3.3.1 Effective Surface Tension by Shape Fitting

Denoting by κφ and κs the local curvatures of the interface along the azimuthal

and meridian directions, respectively, the normal stress balance for the composite

interface (treated as a two-dimensional continuum) reads

γsκs + γφκφ = ps. (3.4)
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Here γφ and γs are the interfacial tensions in the azimuthal and meridian directions,

respectively, and ps is the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of

the drop. When the tension is isotropic, γ = γφ = γs and Equation (3.4) reduces

to the standard form of the Young-Laplace equation:

γ(κs + κφ) = ps. (3.5)

Since the change in ps along the composite interface is due to gravity, we have

ps = p0 −∆ρgz, (3.6)

where p0 is the pressure difference across the interface at the drop apex. The

curvatures in the meridional and azimuthal directions can be expressed as

κs =
dθ

ds
and κφ =

sin θ

r
, (3.7)

where θ = dz
dr

is the slope angle and r is the radial distance of from the symmetry

axis. Combining equation (3.5)(3.6)(3.7) gives

dθ

ds
= −sin θ

r
+
p0

γ
− ∆ρgz

γ
. (3.8)

This equation, together with dr = cos θds and dz = sin θds, constitute a closed

non-linear system of equations. This system of equations can be solved numerically

[165]. The numerical solution for the drop shape is at the basis of standard pendant

drop measurements [181, 182].

Fordham [166] showed that when γ is constant, only two geometric parameters

are needed to calculate the surface tension: the maximum diameter of the drop,
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De, and the diameter of the drop at a distance De from the apex, Ds. From these

two values, the surface tension can be calculated as

γ =
g∆ρD2

e

H
, (3.9)

where H is a unique function of the ratio Ds/De. In [166], accurate values for H

calculated by solving Equation (3.5) numerically are tabulated.

The Fordham’s method is applied to the current simulation data. To validate

the approach, the surface tension of the drop without the particles is calculated

and compared to the surface tension prescribed as input parameter to the phase-

field method. The surface tension measured with Fordham’s method were found to

be 0.6% from the input value, as it is demonstrated in validation test 5 in chapter

2. Unlike experiments, simulations are subject to very limited noise in the data,

so such good accuracy is not unexpected. In the following the Fordham’s method

is often referred as “shape-fitting method”, although what is actually fitted is the

drop curvature at two selected points, not the overall drop shape.
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Figure 3.2: Surface tension reduction, ∆γ = γ − γ, vs. area fraction for different
values of rc/a; rc is the cut-off range of the repulsive force and a is the particle
radius.

Figure 3.2 shows the surface tension reduction ∆γ = γ− γ, calculated by using

Fordham’s method, for the particle-laden case. The surface tension was calculated

at equilibrium, i.e. when the drop had reached a steady-state shape. The surface

tension reduction is plotted as a function of the area fraction for F = 0.707 and

different values of rc/a. The maximum possible area fraction explored with stable

drops is φs = 0.5 for rc/a < 23.2 and φs = 0.4 for rc/a = 23.2. For each value of

rc/a, increasing the area fraction led to unstable drops, as discussed below.

As expected for purely repulsive inter-particle forces [14], the presence of the

particles produce a reduction is surface tension (∆γ > 0). The surface tension

reduction is seen to increase faster than linearly with φs. The tension on an

element of composite interface along a given direction is given by the force per

unit length along that direction. Part of this force is due to the bare interface.

This component does not depend on the deformation. Part is due to the particles.
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As φs increases the inter-particle force increase faster than linearly, and this gives

a non-linear relation between ∆γ and φs.

The curves referring to relatively small values of rc suggest that the surface

tension reduction is very small for a non-zero value of φs. Because of the finite range

of the interparticle force, athermal particles separated by a distance larger than rc

will not interact with each other, giving no effect of the particles at finite surface

coverages. In the current study, when the inter particle separation is larger than

rc the surface tension reduction is not strictly zero, but is nevertheless negligibly

small.

An estimate can be developed for the relation between cut-off length rc and

critical area fraction to obtain zero effect of the particles on the surface tension.

For particles in hexagonal packing on a planar interface, the average interparticle

distance is ` =
(

2πa2√
3φs

)1/2

. Setting ` = rc the estimated value of the area fraction

for which ∆γ = 0 is φs,min = 2π√
3
( a
rc

)2. This estimate gives φs,min ' 0.4 for rc/a = 3,

in reasonable agreement with the values of Figure 3.2.

As the cut-off distance rc approaches the particle diameter, the system ap-

proaches the hard disk limit in which the surface tension changes only when the

particles are in physical contact. In this limit it is expected that ∆γ = 0 for φs

smaller than the value ≈ 0.92 which corresponds to maximum packing. A signa-

ture of this behaviour is the fact that the curves in Figure 3.2 become flatter as

rc/a decreases.
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(a) t=0 (b) t= 17.9

(c) t=35.9 (d) t=52.7

Figure 3.3: Time evolution of the drop breakup process for φs = 0.5 and rc/a =
23.2. Time is expressed in units of

√
R/g.

If the surface tension reduction is larger than a threshold value, the drop be-

comes unstable and pinches off, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. This is due to the

surface tension forces being unable to support the weight of the drop. Padday

and Pitt [183] investigated the stability of axisymmetric menisci. Their results,

applied to the current parameters, suggest that for the case of a pendant drop
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of fixed volume hinged at a circular boundary, the critical Bond number separat-

ing stable and unstable regions is about Bo = 0.28. Noticing that ∆γ increases

monotonically with φs, the results of Figure 3.2 for rc/a = 23.2 indicate that for

φs = 0.5 the surface tension reduction should be larger than 0.4γ. A reduction in

surface tension by more than 40% results in a Bond number larger than 0.37. This

value is in the unstable region.

The effect of interfacial particles on fluid dynamic events occurring at pinch-off

is an intriguing phenomenon that has received some attention only recently [184].

The current simulations refer to phenomena that occur well before pinch off.

3.3.2 Surface Stress by Local Area Averaging
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Figure 3.4: Surface pressure at the drop apex calculated by area averaging; Lc is
the radius of the averaging control region. The interaction strength parameter is
F = 1.414, and rc/a = 7.8. The continuous line corresponding to the value of ∆γ
calculated by shape fitting, as in Figure 3.2.
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A significant challenge in performing area averaging is choosing the size of the

averaging control region. This size must be sufficiently large in comparison to the

inter-particle distance and sufficiently small in comparison to the characteristic

radius of curvature of the drop. In order not to introduce an artificial cut-off,

the size of the control region must also be significantly larger than the interaction

range rc. Each choice for the size of the control region represents a compromise,

and will introduce some error. This error is expected to decrease as the inter

particle separation and the interaction range are reduced with respect to the drop

size.

To illustrate how area-averaged results change as a function of the size of the

averaging control region, Figure 3.4 shows the surface pressure at the drop apex

for different values of Lc, where Lc is a parameter characterising the size of the

control region. Area averaging is carried out by considering a sphere of radius Lc

surrounding the apex; the intersection of such sphere with the drop shape defines a

curved surface, having approximately the shape of a spherical cap. The area of this

surface is used in the denominator of Equation (2.59). In Figure 3.4, the values of

∆γ given by the shape-fitting method are also shown for comparison (solid line).

For an interface having uniform and isotropic surface stress, it is expected that

the values of Πs converge to the values of ∆γ. Figure 3.4 shows that as Lc increases

the value of Πs computed by area averaging approaches from above the value of ∆γ

calculated with the shape-fitting method. For the parameters explored, a value of

Lc larger than about 3rc gives reasonably converged values (this result is in keeping

with preliminary tests on a planar monolayer). The absolute deviation between

Πs and ∆γ appears to slightly increase with increasing area fraction. The relative

deviation is however roughly constant. Given the incomplete scale separation in

the current simulations, the agreement between the results of formula 2.60 and the
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shape-fitting method is overall reasonably good. For Lc/rc = 5, the relative error

is less than 10%. Within a tolerable error, the shape fitting method and the direct

calculation of the stress by the Irving-Kirkwood formula thus give approximately

the same surface pressure value.
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Figure 3.5: Azimuthal and meridian tensions for (a) different area fractions and
fixed F = 1.414 and rc/a = 7.8; (b) different interaction ranges and fixed φs = 0.4
and F = 1.5; (c) different values of the interaction strength parameter F and fixed
φs = 0.4 and rc/a = 5.

Figure 3.5 (a), (b) and (c) show the total azimuthal and meridian tensions,

γφ = γ+σφφ and γs = γ+σss, as a function of the axial coordinate z for a selected

range of simulation parameters, corresponding to different combinations of the

parameters F , rc/a and φs. The magnitude of the deviatoric stress is given by the
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spread between the continuous and dashed curves, while the average of these two

curves gives the isotropic tension of the composite interface, γ − Πs . For these

results an isotropic filter is used including in the average particles within a sphere

of radius Lc = 4rc.

The azimuthal and meridian tensions are seen to be practically constant over the

surface of the drop, and very close numerically to each other, suggesting negligible

anisotropic effect and practically uniform surface stress. The small fluctuations

visible for z/R > 1.7 are due to edge effects. The distance between the particles

located in this region and the ring of particles pinning the drop is comparable to

the filter radius, so the filter “picks up” unphysical force values. Increasing F ,

φs, or the interaction range gives a larger surface pressure and therefore a smaller

tension. This is not unexpected: increasing these parameters has the effect of

increasing the repulsive force between the particles.

In the current simulations the surface stress anisotropy is negligible in the range

of parameters in which the drop achieves static equilibrium. Several simulation

parameters are explored for searching the range in which anisotropic effects are

more marked. It is found that for variations of the simulation parameters in the

direction that should give more pronounced anisotropic effects (larger inter particle

forces, larger area fraction, and larger deformations), the drop quickly becomes

unstable and pinches off.

From a qualitative point of view, this behaviour can be understood from the

following argument. In the absence of attractive interactions between the particles,

the azimuthal and meridian tensions decrease with increased deformations. To

achieve a degree of anisotropy sufficiently large to be measured, the inter-particle

forces need to be relatively large and the interface sufficiently stretched in the
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direction of gravity. An increase in interparticle forces leads to a surface tension

reduction, bringing the system in the range of parameters in which the drop is

unstable. Starting from a smaller Bond number, and thus from a smaller initial

drop deformation, allows to be farther from the unstable region, but also reduces

the anisotropic deformation of the microstructure.

Our results could suggest that in the absence of attractive interactions and

for repulsive interactions having a range significantly large in comparison to the

particle size, anisotropic stresses in stable pendant drops may be observed only in

a very narrow range of parameters.

3.3.2.1 Transient simulations

In this section the emergence of anisotropic effects in transient simulations is illus-

trated and Bond number is set to Bo = 0.334. In these simulations, the surface

stress will relax much faster than the drop deformation except near the instant

when the drop breaks off.
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Figure 3.6: Time evolution of the surface pressure, (a), and deviatoric meridian
surface stress, (b), for φs = 0.7 , rc/a = 2.5 and F = 6.0. The origin of the axial
coordinate z is the drop apex. Contours of the drop shapes corresponding to the
seven time instants of figures (a) and (b) are shown in figure (c). In this last figure
z′ is an axial coordinate with origin at the top edge of the drop.

Figs.3.6 (a) and (b) show the time evolution of the surface pressure Πs and

the meridian component of the deviatoric surface stress σDss, respectively, for a

relatively short-ranged interaction, rc = 2.5a. The area fraction and interaction
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strength parameters are φs = 0.7 and F = 6.0, respectively. Contours of the

corresponding drop shapes, shown in Figure 3.6(c), illustrate how the drop deforms

in time.

Owing to the drop deformation and corresponding dilatation of the interface,

the surface pressure slowly decreases in time. In the region z/R < 2.0, and suf-

ficiently above the drop apex, σDss increases for t < 4.0 and then remains approx-

imately constant. This observation is consistent with the change in shape of the

drop suggested by the contour plots of Figure 3.6(c): after an initial transient the

bottom part of the pendant drop reaches an almost stationary shape that trans-

lates downward as a neck gradually forms in the region adjacent to the top edge

of the drop.

The deviatoric stress is zero at the apex and increases with z. This suggests that

the monolayer in the bottom part of the drop expands approximately isotropically

with time, while the drop side deforms in an anisotropic manner.
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Figure 3.7: Transient simulations. Top-left: surface pressure calculated by area
averaging as a function of the axial coordinate for cases “A”, φs = 0.5, “B”,
φs = 0.55, and “C”, φs = 0.7. The time instant is t = 9.95

√
R/g. Bottom-left:

meridian(solid lines) and azimuthal (dashed lines) components of the corresponding
surface stress for cases “A”, “B”, and “C”. Right: snapshots of the monolayer
microstructure corresponding to the drop apex and neck regions for cases (A) and
(C).

Figure 3.7, top-left panel, shows the surface pressure corresponding to a fixed

time, t = 9.95
√
R/g, for three selected cases, labelled “A”,“ B” and “C”. The

corresponding total tensions in the azimuthal and meridian directions are shown

in Figure 3.7, bottom-left panel. The three cases “A”,“ B” and “C” correspond to

φs = 0.5, 0.55 and 0.7, respectively. The interaction range and interaction strength

parameters are as in Figure 3.6.

Case “A” illustrates a situation in which the surface stress is approximately
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isotropic. Effects of anisotropy are significant in cases “B” and “C”. For a fixed

time, therefore, the degree of stress anisotropy increases with increasing surface

coverage. The azimuthal component of the surface stress is smaller than the merid-

ian component for any value of z. Thus it is expected that the microstructure is

more stretched in the meridian direction than in the azimuthal direction. The

degree of anisotropy, negligible in the near-apex region, becomes more marked

as z increases (because of the axial symmetry, the surface stress must be strictly

isotropic at the drop apex). For z slightly larger than 2R, the absolute difference

between γφ and γs appears to decrease slightly. However, it is likely that the val-

ues in this region are contaminated by edge effects due to the averaging region

overlapping partially with the top edge of the drop.

Snapshots of the local microstructure of the monolayer corresponding to cases

“A”, and“C” are shown in Figure 3.7, right panel. For each case, two snapshots

are shown: one referring to the apex region and one roughly corresponding to the

neck region (i.e. to the side region where the drop diameter decrease in time). In

the region near the apex, the microstructure is seen to be approximately isotropic,

while the neck of the drop is on average characterised by a smaller inter-particle

distance in the horizontal direction (the azimuthal direction) than in the vertical

direction. The smaller inter-particle distance in the azimuthal direction gives rise

to a larger repulsive force in this direction. As a consequence, γφ is smaller than

γs.

Some of the qualitative features of the curves described in cases “B” and “C”

are similar to those discussed in a recent work by Danov et al. [40] where experi-

ments with buoyant bubbles featuring anisotropic structured interfaces are shown.

Danov et al. measured γs and γφ for an interface in contact with a solution of HF-

BII, a small compact protein molecule; upon adsorption to fluid interfaces, HFBII
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produces rigid layers displaying a measurable surface shear elasticity. Qualitative

agreement to an extent can be found by comparing Figure 3.7 with Figure 7 in

Ref.[40]. Danovet al. found that γs was larger than γφ for any given value of z,

and that the magnitude of the deviatoric stress increased with z for locations not

too close to the lower boundary of the bubble.

A possible difference between the current investigation and the case examined

by Danov and collaborators is that in the current work the “bonds” between the

particles become weaker as they are stretched (purely repulsive interaction), while

in that experimental case some form of short-ranged cohesion between the pro-

tein molecules is expected. The competing effect of repulsion and attraction in

determining the surface stress in colloidal monolayers embedded in geometrically

complex fluid interfaces is an open research question.

3.4 Conclusions

Simulations are performed for a pendant drop presenting an interface covered with

repulsive spherical particles. The distribution of the surface stress is analysed

and how the components of this tensor change as a function of selected governing

parameters is examined. The main parameters explored in the current investiga-

tions are the area fraction, the inter-particle interaction strength parameter, and

the interaction range. The results for both static and dynamic drop shapes are

presented.

For the range of simulated parameters for which the drop had a stable shape,

the surface stress was found to be practically isotropic. Anisotropic effects were

measurable only in transient simulations, and at relatively high values of the area
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fraction. In transient simulations, anisotropic effects were more marked along the

sides of the drop, corresponding approximately to the neck region where eventually

the drop pinches off. In the case of highly deformed drops, visualisations of the

microstructure of the monolayer highlighted marked deviations from an hexagonal

arrangement.

It is not excluded that anisotropic effects can be measured on a static drop in a

different range of parameters which is not able to be explored for now. The current

method could be used to investigate the combined effect of short-range repulsion

and long-range attraction. The presence of long-ranged attraction should stabilise

the drop against pinch-off for strongly deformed drops.



Chapter 4

Numerical Experiments with

FIPI: II-Investigation of the

Transition Between Shell

Buckling and Particle Desorption

in a Particle-Covered Drop

From previous investigations of particle-covered pendant drops, it is evident that

repulsive particles have the capability to reduce the surface tension of a fluid in-

terface by creating finite surface pressure. The fluid interface laden with repulsive

particles is subject to compression from the particle monolayer. To explore the

limit of the compression, simulations of a spherical drop covered with particles

having increasing strength of repulsive forces are carried out. The results of the

simulations are expected to reveal the details of drop buckling and particle des-

121
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orption.

In this chapter, the transition from buckling to desorption is investigated by car-

rying out simulations of compressing a spherical drop covered with a monolayer of

monodispersed spherical particles. In these simulations, the strength of interparti-

cle repulsive force is modulated in time to determine the compressive surface stress.

The investigation follows the time-dependent morphology of the fluid interface and

of the particle monolayer, by changing the following non-dimensional parameters:

the size ratio between the particle and the drop a/R, the non-dimensional param-

eter f quantifying the strength of adhesion of the particles to the fluid interface

and the ratio between the surface pressure Πs and the bare surface tension γ.

The results of the simulations suggest that desorption can be a result of a small

scale monolayer shape instability which may not be easily observed in experi-

ments, pointing to the importance of microscopic rearrangement of particles on

the macroscopic dynamics. The result reported here is the first numerical analysis

of the transition from buckling to desorption in the context of particle-covered

interfaces.

Because the droplet deformation is quasi-static in the current simulations, the

results presented in this chapter are independent of whether the fluid inside the

particle-covered interface is a gas or a liquid. The current results are thus equally

applicable to particle-covered droplets and particle-covered bubbles.

4.1 Simulation Procedure

The simulation domain is a cubic box of side L = 3π. Periodic boundary condi-

tions are enforced along the three orthogonal directions. The governing equations
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are solved with a standard Fourier-spectral method, eliminating the pressure p

from the momentum equation by using the incompressibility condition [185]. The

domain is discretised using 80 nodes in each orthogonal direction. The fluids in-

side and outside of the droplet have the same dynamic viscosity µ. At the start

of simulations a spherical droplet with radius R = 0.8π is placed at the centre of

the domain. The particles are initially distributed uniformly on the surface of the

droplet, by applying a uniform probability distribution to a spherical coordinate

system [186]. The initial particle surface fraction φs = N
4
a2

R2 is equal to 0.5 in all

the simulations.

In certain simulations presented in the current study, the parameter f from

Equation (2.11) is set to be greater than 2.0 to make sure that the particles do

not desorb and to investigate the limit in which the displacement of each particle

from the fluid interface is negligible.

For all simulations presented in this chapter, the parameter S from Equation

(2.43) governing the strength of diffusion in Cahn-Hilliard equation is set to 0.5,

unless specified otherwise. This value has been chosen based on numerical tests

with particle-covered drops subject to compressive surface stresses: in these tests

for S in the neighborhood of 0.5 the fluid interface thickness was observed to be

roughly constant in time and to have approximately the hyperbolic tangent profile

expected near equilibrium. Following other authors [137, 150] the Cahn number is

set to Cn = 0.013. The ratio dx/ε of the mesh size to the interface thickness was

2
√

2/3 ' 0.94 in all simulations. This choice gives about 6 grid nodes across the

region where φ varies from -0.963 and 0.963.

With the definition of surface pressure of particle monolayer from Equation
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(2.60), the total packing energy Ep of a particle monolayer is calculated as

Ep = 2ΠsA, (4.1)

where A is the total surface area of the drop. As we will see next, the time evolution

of this quantity can give us insight about the buckling of the particle-covered drop.

During the shrinkage of a particle-laden drop or bubble, buckling or desorption

occurs when the surface pressure reaches a threshold value as the surface area de-

creases [55, 65, 187]. Simulating an increase in surface pressure by reducing the

drop volume by removing mass from the inside of the drop is possible, and this

possibility is explored in preliminary work. However, this approach has several

disadvantages. First of all, when using a computational box of finite size the simu-

lated flow velocity is inevitably affected by the conditions at the outer boundaries.

With a cubic box and periodic boundary conditions, for example, the computed

velocity field is not spherically symmetric and for an initially spherical drop this

leads to a loss of spherical symmetry in the phase field distribution that is not

due to a buckling instability. Secondly, identifying the rate of volume reduction

for which the process is quasi-steady is challenging. A further disadvantage of

increasing the surface pressure by reducing the drop volume is that it is difficult to

compare different simulation results for different values of a/R. For example, when

comparing two simulations for the same initial drop radius but different particle

size, small particles will give buckling for a later time than larger particles so the

droplet radius at the moment of buckling will be different in the two cases.
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Mode 1

Mode 2

Figure 4.1: Modes of variation with time of the inter-particle force parameter kc
(Equation (2.14)). For the simulations investigating the time evolution for pure
buckling mode 1 is used. For the simulations investigating the effect of f and a/R
mode 2 is used.

Therefore the drop volume is kept constant, and the surface pressure is changed

by varying kc in equation (2.14). Two modes of variation of kc with time are used

(Figure 4.1):

• Mode 1: kc is kept to a constant value k0
c throughout the simulation, where

k0
c is chosen so that Πs is larger than γ. To allow the particles to reorganise

themselves on the fluid interface while maintaining a spherical drop, in the

initial part of the simulation, i.e. for t < ti1, the particle forcing terms in

Equation (2.16) are disabled. For ti1 < t < tend1 , where tend1 is the simulation
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end time, the particle forcing terms are enabled. In this two-way coupling

stage the drop shape is affected by the particle distribution.

• Mode 2: The parameter kc is slowly changed from 0 to 2γ, using for simplicity

a linear variation. The slow variation of kc enables the particles to reorganise

themselves on the surface of the drop while the surface pressure builds up.

In mode 2, the particle forcing terms in Equation (2.16) are enabled at all

times. As far as buckling and desorption are concerned, increasing kc in

time is physically equivalent to shrinking the drop. The proof is shown in

Appendix (A.3).

For the simulations investigating the time evolution for pure buckling (in the

absence of desorption) the mode 1 is used. For these simulations the aim was to

evaluate the effect of Πs on the emergence of buckling. Thus, it was important to

keep kc, and thus Πs, constant. The investigations on the effect of f and a/R were

instead carried out by using mode 2.

4.2 Results

Time evolution of drop morphology for pure buckling (no desorption).

Threshold surface pressure for buckling. Figure 4.2 shows the time evolution

of the drop shape and of the particle distribution for an initial surface pressure

Πs = 1.5γ. As here the concern is only about the case in which desorption is ab-

sent, f is set to a large value, f = 10, to prevent any significant displacement of the

particles from the fluid interface. At the beginning of the simulation the particles

are randomly distributed on the surface of the drop (Figure 4.2A). Following an

initial transient, in which the particles rearrange themselves on the surface of the
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drop, a regular particle microstructure characterised by a dominant hexagonal ar-

rangement emerges (Figure 4.2B) [45]. After some time the drop loses its spherical

shape and buckles (Figures 4.2C and D).

A

B

C

D

Figure 4.2: Time evolution of drop morphology and particle distribution for f = 10,
a/R = 0.02 and Πs/γ = 1.5. The labels A, B, C, and D correspond to different
times (compare with Fig. 4.3).
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To quantify the precise time instant at which the buckling instability develops,

the total packing energy of the monolayer Ep (Equation (4.1)) and the correspond-

ing drop surface area A are examined. The time evolution of Ep and A, and the

time derivative of these quantities, are shown in Figures 4.3a and b. The labels A,

B, C, and D indicate the time instants corresponding to the drop morphologies of

Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Time history of the non-dimensional packing energy and surface
area. (b) Time history of the non-dimensional rates of change of Ep and A with
respect to time. Primes indicate dimensionless variables: t′ = tγ/(Rµ), A′ =
A/A0 and E ′p = Ep/(2A0γ), where A0 is the initial drop surface area.

Owing to the initial reorganisation of the particles, from time instant A to B

the packing energy decreases, but the surface area remains unchanged. This is
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expected, because between time instants A and B the one-way coupling regime

(t < t1 in Fig. 4.1), which gives a spherical drop shape, is used. At time instant B,

the two-way coupling is switched on. A buckling process characterised by a simul-

taneous decrease in the packing energy and an increase in the surface area begins.

The time derivative of the surface area dA′/dt′ (primes denote non-dimensional

quantities) reaches its maximum approximately in correspondence to the time in-

stant C. The decrease in Ep and the increase in A are apparently synchronised,

with the peak value of dA′/dt′ just slightly lagging behind that of dE ′p/dt
′. At the

time instant D, both E ′p and A′ reach a steady state. Interestingly, both ratios

converge exactly to the same value. This is due to the fact that the steady state

is achieved when Πs = γ (by definition E ′p = Πs

γ
A
A0

, hence E ′p = A′ as Πs → γ ).

0
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Figure 4.4: Normalised buckling time vs. normalised initial surface pressure for
f = 10.0. The solid line is the proposed model equation (4.2). The numerical
parameter s is here set to 0.01.
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The buckling time Tb is defined as the time instant for which dA′/dt′ has a peak

and Tb is calculated for different values of Πs/γ. The results are shown in Figure

4.4.

The first observation is that all the data points lie in the region Πs > γ. For a

continuous spherical elastic shell, the critical value of the total (including the con-

tribution from the bare fluid interface) in-plane surface pressure for which buckling

occurs is Πs − γ = 2 κ
hR

[188], where h is the shell thickness and κ is the bend-

ing rigidity of the shell (κ ∝ h3). In the current simulations κ is negligible, as

bond-bending inter-particle interactions are not included. In addition, R is large

in comparison to h ∼ a. Therefore 2 κ
hR
� γ. As a consequence, the expected

necessary condition for buckling when the particles are strongly bound to the fluid

interface (f � 1) becomes Πs = γ. This result is confirmed by the simulation

results of Figure 4.4.

The buckling time diverges as Πs approaches γ from above, and decrease as Πs

increases when Πs > γ. These features can be rationalised with a simple model.

For Πs > γ the particle-covered interface is subject to a compressive surface stress

of magnitude Πs − γ. Equating the capillary force ∼ (Πs − γ)R acting on the

drop surface to the viscous force ∼ µUR resisting the motion of the interface, the

characteristic normal interfacial velocity U during the evolution of the buckling

instability is of O((Πs − γ)/µ). Estimating Tb as the time taken by the interface

to move a distance comparable to R yields

Tb '
Rµ

Πs − γ
. (4.2)

As seen in figure 4.4, equation (4.4) describes the trend of the simulation data

remarkably well with no fitting parameters.
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Expression (4.2) shows that buckling can be an extremely slow process when

Πs is only slightly larger than γ. This observation is crucial for simulation stud-

ies. When simulating particle-laden drops or bubbles, one may have to carry out

extremely long simulations to identify the onset of buckling with precision, as it

is learned through direct experience. A drop, for example, may be declared not

to buckle, when in fact the simulation has just not been run for a sufficiently long

time. In this work, Equation (4.2) is used as an important practical guideline to

choose the duration of the simulations.

It is found that Tb converges accurately to the value predicted by equation (4.2)

as the numerical parameter s → to 0 while keeping the fluid interface thickness

ε constant. This result, which is related to numerical aspects of the phase-field

method, is presented in the Supporting Information.

Effect of non-dimensional adhesion strength. In this section the effect

of the parameter f appearing in the particle-interface interaction model (2.11) is

examined. This non-dimensional quantity is proportional to the work necessary to

remove a particle from the fluid interface, normalised by the capillary energy scale

γa2. It can also be interpreted as the work of adhesion of the particle monolayer

to the fluid interface normalised with the surface tension. Indeed, the energy

associated to N particle-interface capillary bonds distributed over an area A is

Etot = N 1
2
fπa2γ, thus the work of adhesion is Γ = ns

1
2
fπa2γ where ns = N/A

is the particle surface number density. Introducing the surface area fraction φs =

nsπa
2 leads to Γ

γ
= 1

2
fφs. For identical spheres near maximum packing, the surface

fraction is close to 1 (φs ' 0.92[189]), thus Γ
γ
' 1

2
f .

The effect of changing f on the drop morphology is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

The figure shows the shape of the drop and the corresponding particle distribution
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for selected times. In this figure f is varied from 1 to 4, two limits that are

representative of weak and strong adhesion.
f

=
1

(a) t′ = 139 (b) t′ = 209 (c) t′ = 306

f
=

2

(d) t′ = 209 (e) t′ = 278 (f) t′ = 306

f
=

4

(g) t′ = 209 (h) t′ = 278 (i) t′ = 306

Figure 4.5: Time evolution of the monolayer morphology for a/R = 0.02, s = 0.5
and different values of f . The particles are colored according to their signed
distance from the fluid interface (red: outside of the drop; blue: inside of the drop;
grey: embedded in the fluid interface).

For f = 1.0 the particles are seen to desorb collectively from the fluid inter-

face for non-dimensional time t′ < 209. Uniform desorption of nanoparticles upon

pendant drop compression was reported in the experiment of Ref.[55]. In that

experiment the desorbed particles formed a thin halo adjacent to the drop sur-

face. The halo slowly diffused outwards owing to Brownian motion. The particles

eventually were swept by gravity towards the drop’s bottom apex. In the current
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(a) f = 4 (b) f = 1

(c) Smooth buckling (d) Small-scale wrinkling

Figure 4.6: Top: Enlarged views of monolayer configuration for t′ = 139. The
case f = 1 (fig. b) is the enlarged view of fig. 4.5a, focusing on the near-interface
region. The meaning of the colours is as in fig. 4.5. Bottom: schematics of
monolayer configurations corresponding to the simulation results of the top panel.

simulations Brownian forces and gravity are not accounted for, so the particles

remain close to the fluid interface after desorption. In Fig. 4.5a the particle layer

appear to be diffused. This effect is simply due to the repulsion between the

desorbed particles and the particles that are just undergoing desorption.

For intermediate adhesion strength, f = 2, no desorption is observed. The

particle-covered fluid interface buckles, producing smooth wrinkles having a char-

acteristic wavelength λc ∼ R. For larger adhesion strength, f = 4, the fluid inter-

face buckles creating wrinkles qualitatively similar to those obtained for f = 2. A

notable difference between the simulations for f = 2 and f = 4 is that for f = 4

the ridge of one of the surface folds breaks up locally (figure 4.5i). This breakup

is likely due to the larger out-of-plane particle displacement allowed by smaller

values of f .
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Figure 4.6 provides a detailed view of the structure of the particle monolayer

for f = 1 and f = 4. For f = 4 the adhesion between the particles and the

fluid interface is relatively strong. As a consequence the particles form a smooth

monolayer that conforms closely to the fluid interface. For f = 1 the displacement

of the particles from the fluid interface is instead larger. Neighbouring particles

tend to reside on different sides of the fluid interface, forming small-scale wrinkles

with characteristic width ` comparable to a. This type of particle monolayer

structure, characterised by small-wavelength small-amplitude out-of-plane particle

displacement, is defined as small-scale monolayer wrinkling. Desorption appears

to be highly correlated with the degree of small-scale wrinkling of the particle

monolayer.

The visualisations of figure 4.7 compare particle monolayer configurations before

and after desorption for f = 1 and f = 2. These visualisations reveal that the

particle monolayers display small-scale wrinkling both before and after desorption.

When f = 1, the particle monolayer is wrinkled at small scales without the fluid

interface showing signatures of “large-scale” buckling. For f = 2, the particle

monolayer produced small-scale wrinkles only after the fluid interface has buckled

significantly. Small-scale wrinkling thus does not follow from buckling, as this

surface mode can be superimposed onto a spherical or a buckled interface.
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f
=

1

(a) t′ = 139 (b) t′ = 278

f
=

2

(c) t′ = 334 (d) t′ = 361

Figure 4.7: Enlarged views of particle desorption events for different values of f
and a/R = 0.02. The panels on the left and on the right refer to before and after
desorption, respectively. For the particles bound to the interface, the meaning of
the colours is as in fig. 4.5. Desorbed particles are coloured in dark red.

A strong correlation between small-scale wrinkling and desorption is expected

from consideration of the magnitude of the force exerted on a given particle in

the direction normal to the fluid interface. This normal force is due to the lateral

forces exerted by neighbouring particles. For a particle residing on a monolayer

having local curvature C, simple geometric arguments [190] enable to estimate the

normal force on each particle as

F ' 1

2
NcFtaC (4.3)

whereNc is the local coordination number and Ft ' 2πΠsa is the average tangential

inter-particle force (in the derivation it is assumed aC � 1 to obtain the dominant-

order scaling). For a buckled monolayer, the observed wavelength λc ∼ R gives

F ' 1
2
NcFt

a
R

. For a monolayer displaying small-scale wrinkles - whether long-

wavelength buckling occurs or not - the observed wavelength λc ∼ ` gives F '
1
2
NcFt

a
`

to leading order. Recalling that ` ∼ a, the local normal force acting locally

on the particles in the case of small-scale wrinkling is thus O(R/a) larger than for

buckling. Because a � R, the normal force in the case of a particle monolayer

with small-scale wrinkles can thus be much larger, for the same value of the surface
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pressure, than in the case of a monolayer presenting smooth folds. The coupling

between normal force and curvature is thus a mechanism that predicts enhanced

probability of desorption as a/R increases.

Effect of size ratio. The visualisations in figure 4.8 show the effect of chang-

ing a/R on the drop morphology for a/R = 0.01, 0.04 and 0.08. In the current

simulations, the drop radius R is fixed while the particle radius a is increased.

Increasing a has several consequences in the framework of FIPI: first the capil-

lary force between fluid interface and particle will be stronger and the particle can

remain farther from fluid interfaces while still being attached by capillary force

(Equation (2.11)); secondly the particle-particle solid contact forces will be larger

according to the model of Equation (2.14); thirdly the hydrodynamic drag (Equa-

tion (2.12)) experienced by the particle is larger. All three forces mentioned above

experienced by particles scale linearly with the particle radius a. It should be

noted that in the current simulations the surface area occupied by all the particles

is kept as constant, therefore increasing a will quadratically reduce the number of

particles on the surface of the drop.

A morphological transition occurs as a/R is increased, from a buckled drop

shape for a/R = 0.01 to an almost spherical drop shape for 0.08. This qualitative

observation is confirmed in figure 4.9, where the sphericity parameter Ψ = π
1
3 (6V )

2
3

A

is plotted as a function of a/R (V is the volume of the region comprised within

the fluid interface and A the surface area of this region). The sphericity parameter

is defined so that the larger the deviation from a spherical shape, the smaller the

value of Ψ. A perfectly spherical shape corresponds to Ψ = 1.
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(a) a/R = 0.01 (b) a/R = 0.04 (c) a/R = 0.08

Figure 4.8: Surface morphology for different values of a/R and f = 2.0. The time
instant is tγ/(Rµ) = 278. The fluid interface is coloured according to its local
curvature.
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Figure 4.9: Sphericity parameter as a function of a/R for different value of f and
tγ/(Rµ) = 278.

The critical range of values of a/R for which the transition occurs, and how

strong the dependence of Ψ on a/R is, depend sensitively on f . For f = 2 a

transition from an almost spherical (Ψ ' 0.95) to a non-spherical shape occurs for

a/R in the range 0.03 − 0.05. As f increases, the transition becomes less sharp,

the maximum value of Ψ is reduced, and the critical range of values of a/R for

which the most marked change in Ψ occurs shifts to the right. The possibility of
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observing of a spherical shape despite the surface pressure value Πs > γ is easy

to explain. For relatively small values of f , the particles can release the surface

stress by moving slightly outwards towards larger value of d. This displacement

reduces the surface pressure below the buckling value Πs = γ, hence the drop

maintains a spherical shape. Of course, this effect is only possible if Πs is only

slightly larger than γ. However, It is found from the simulations that values of

Πs significantly larger than γ are difficult to obtain when small-scale monolayer

wrinkling takes place, because the particles tend to desorb before such relatively

large surface pressure values are reached.

The results in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 give an indication of the overall shape of the

drop, but do not characterise the displacement of the particle monolayer surface

from the fluid interface. To address this point, the mean value 〈d〉 averaged across

all the particles on the drop surface and the corresponding standard deviation

dstd = (〈(d− 〈d〉)2〉)1/2
of the out-of-plane displacement d are shown in Figure

4.10. These statistics are computed by averaging, for a fixed time tγ/(Rµ) = 278,

over all the particles in the monolayer.

Figure 4.10a shows that the mean value of the displacement increases with a/R.

Equation (4.3) indicates that a linear relation holds between the average value of

F and the average value of C, which in turn would suggest 〈d〉
a
∝ a/R (the restoring

capillary force in the current model is linear in the displacement). A linear relation

between 〈d〉
a

and a/R indeed holds, although approximately, suggesting the validity

of Equation (4.3) in an average sense.
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Figure 4.10: Statistics of the out-of-plane displacement field d for tγ/(Rµ) =
278: (a) mean value averaged over all the particles on the drop surface; (b) the
corresponding standard deviation.

The standard deviation of the displacement also increases with a/R (figure

4.10b). This effect is stronger for f = 2 than for f = 4, so it cannot be attributed

to buckling. It is the manifestation of the appearance of small-scale undulations
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in the particle monolayer, hence of small-scale monolayer wrinkling.

Interestingly, small-scale monolayer wrinkling, as measured by dstd/a, appear to

increase with a/R. Thin elastic sheets on curved substrates develop buckling pat-

terns whose amplitude and spatial distribution depend on the substrate curvature

[191]. From a continuum perspective, a particle-covered drop can be viewed as an

incompressible thin sheet (the particle monolayer) adhered to a soft curved sur-

face (the drop), so a dependence of the amplitude and wavelength of the buckling

pattern on the curvature of the drop is conceivable.
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A
′

t′
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(a)

(b)
a/R = 0.03

(c)
a/R = 0.04

(d)
a/R = 0.05

Figure 4.11: (a) Time evolution of the normalised surface area A′ = A/A0 for
different values of a/R and f = 2.0. The surface area is normalised by its initial
value A0. Time is normalised by the capillary time scale t′ = tγ/(Rµ). (b)-(d)
Cross-sectional views of particle monolayer and fluid interface for different values
of a/R. For each value of a/R, the time instant chosen correspond to just before
the onset of desorption. Particles are coloured according to their signed distances
from the fluid interface.

In Figure 4.11a the effect of changing a/R on the time evolution of the non-

dimensional surface area A′ = A/A0 is examined. The following cases are consid-

ered: a/R = 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. This is the range of values of a/R for which the

largest variation in the sphericity parameter and dstd is observed. For t′ < 200,

roughly, A′ is constant. For this range of values of t′ the inter-particle force param-
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eter kc increases, following the linear variation of mode 2, but because the surface

pressure does not exceed the buckling threshold the drop remains spherical. For

t′ > 200, A′ increases, indicating that Πs > γ. The non-dimensional surface area

decreases after reaching a maximum that depends on a/R. This decrease is due to

particle desorption, which enables the drop to slowly recover the original spherical

shape.

The visualisations of figure 4.11b show the drop shape and the monolayer con-

figuration for the time instant for which A′ has a peak. These figures show that the

monolayer displays small-scale wrinkling before desorption (red and blue colours

refer to particles inside and outside the monolayer).

Although figure 4.11b and others presented in this study do not strictly speaking

prove a causality relation between small-scale monolayer wrinkling and desorption,

a strong correlation between these events appear to exist. A particle-level mecha-

nisms exists. For a fixed value of Πs/γ, small-scale monolayer wrinkling increases

the normal force on each particle due to local particle monolayer curvature effects,

and this makes particle expulsion more likely.

4.3 Discussion

The simulation results presented in the previous sections suggest a complex depen-

dence of the drop morphology and desorption dynamics on the non-dimensional

parameters Πs/γ, a/R and f , of which only a few selected values are explored. In

figure 4.12 a configuration diagram is proposed that could help understand this

dependence for a broader range of parameter values.

For buckling to occur the surface pressure induced by the particles must be
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Configuration diagrams of the qualitative dependence of the mono-
layer configuration on: (a) Πs/γ and f , for intermediate and small values of a/R
; (b) Πs/γ and a/R, for intermediate and large values of f . In (b) the continuous
line (black) represents the particle monolayer and the dashed line (red) represents
the fluid interface.

larger than the bare surface tension γ (Figure 4.12a). This is true whatever the

value of f . The loss of the spherical symmetry for Πs = γ is intuitive. For Πs = γ

the particle-covered interface becomes a tensionless, floppy membrane that can

buckle under any small perturbation (unless there is a mechanism that endows the

particle-covered interface with a finite bending rigidity; in this last case buckling

is expected to occur for a surface pressure slightly larger than γ). Buckling for

values of Πs smaller than γ has been reported for Langmuir trough experiments,
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but this effect has been ascribed to cohesiveness (which implies attractive inter-

particle interactions, which are absent in the current simulation) or to experimental

difficulties in measuring the “true” surface pressure [66]. These difficulties are

associated to the fact that in Langmuir trough experiments the deformation is

uni-directional, the surface pressure probe can disturb the surface displacement

field, and the film can deform plastically. The surface stress can therefore be

nonuniform and anisotropic even if the deformation is relatively simple.

For Πs < γ, buckling cannot occur. Therefore the possible non-trivial outcomes

of the interface compression are small-scale monolayer wrinkling or particle des-

orption. Desorption tend to occur when f is relatively small (see e.g. the uniform

desorption of figure 4.5), because in this case the particles are very weakly attached

to the fluid interface. Small-scale monolayer wrinkling can occur for intermediate

values of f . In this case, even though Πs is smaller than γ the surface pressure can

be sufficiently large to push the particles slightly out of the of the fluid interface.

For large values of f small-scale monolayer wrinkling is negligible. Because Πs < γ,

the particle-covered drop remains spherical and the particle monolayer conforms

to the spherical drop surface.

For Πs > γ, two limiting behaviours separated by an intermediate regime can

arise. Particle desorption takes place for “small” values of f . Pure buckling takes

place for “large” values of f (in this case the monolayer is strongly bound to the

fluid interface, so the surface pressure can only be released by out-of-plane buckling

of the particle-covered fluid interface). An intermediate behaviour characterised by

smooth buckling superimposed on small-scale monolayer wrinkling can occur. The

diffuse transition region corresponding to this intermediate behaviour is indicated

in yellow in Fig. 4.12. In the transition region f is not small enough to give

desorption, but is sufficiently small to allow a significant particle displacement
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from the fluid interface.

The range of critical values of f separating desorption from pure buckling should

somewhat depend on the surface pressure. Equation (4.3) suggests that the critical

value of the normal force giving desorption, fγa, is reached for f ∼ Πs

γ
a
R

. This

estimate suggests a linear relation between f and Πs in the transition region (this

estimate assumes uniform interface curvature, and is thus just a rough approxima-

tion). In the absence of more information, the transition region is indicated as a

diffuse region around a line in the Πs − f plane.

Figure 4.5 suggests a significant morphological transition for f between 1 and 2.

This range of values for f correspond to a relatively small change in contact angle,

between 72◦ and 90◦ (Figure 2.2). This result suggests that different experiments

with slightly different contact angles could give widely different outcomes when

one examines the occurrence of buckling versus desorption.

For Πs > γ the particle monolayer displays different surface patterns depending

on the value a/R (Figure 4.12b). In the case of “small” values of a/R, the simu-

lations suggest a pure buckling pattern characterised by long-wavelength λc ∼ R

folds. For “large” values of a/R the overall shape of the drop is spherical, and the

monolayer displays small-scale wrinkling, with ridges separated by a characteristic

wavelength λc ∼ a (as in Fig. 4.8c). A mixed behaviour (not illustrated in Figure

4.12b) may occur for intermediate values of a/R, whereby small-scale monolayer

wrinkling is accompanied by smooth buckling. This physical picture is character-

istic of intermediate and large values of f . For small values of f the particles will

desorb and the drop will remain spherical.

Particle desorption in correspondence to particle monolayer ridges may be in-

terpreted as a stress focusing mechanism [192] channeling the average macroscopic
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overstress Πs−γ into surface features having spatial extent much smaller than the

surface of the drop. A curvature-dependent “wrinkle-to-crumple” transition from

smooth, long-wavelength wrinkles to localised deformation is a generic feature that

have been shown to occur for a variety of highly bendable and incompressible thin

sheets [193].

The literature often refers to the particle-laden interface as if it was made up

by a unique entity, neglecting the distinction between the particle phase and the

fluid interface. It is believed that this distinction is essential, as small deformations

of the monolayer with respect to the fluid interface can result in relatively large

local normal forces owing to the local monolayer curvature, in certain cases causing

particle expulsion.

If the desorption process involves many neighbouring particles, the detachment

of a particle monolayer from a fluid interface is akin to a buckling-induced delam-

ination between two continuous sheets. The difficulty in applying continuum-level

results [194–196] to particle desorption is the granular nature of the particle mono-

layer, which makes the desorption dynamics sensitive to the presence of defects,

and the stress in the monolayer non-uniform and difficult to predict.

4.4 Conclusions

The simulations with the FIPI method [197] of the compression of a particle-

covered drop are presented to understand the parameters affecting the change in

morphology of the particle monolayer and of the fluid interface, and the conditions

leading to particle desorption. The simulations are analysed as a function of the

non-dimensional capillary adhesion strength f (which in experimental settings is
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primarily a function of the contact angle), the particle-to-drop size ratio a/R and

the ratio Πs/γ between the particle-induced surface pressure and the bare surface

tension.

A general conclusion from the current observation is that particle desorption

is always associated to relatively low values of f . This conclusion agrees with the

results of Langmuir trough experiments on planar interfaces [60, 66]. In experi-

ments, low values of f are the result of contact angles values for which the particle

resides mostly in the subphase. While it could be assumed that contact angles

for which the particle resides mostly in the superphase could also give desorption,

gravity can keep the particles close to the interface [66], reducing the probability

of observing desorption. In the current model gravity is absent, but the curvature

of the drop introduces an asymmetry, causing the particles to be expelled mostly

from the interior of the drop outwards. Dimensional analysis of the current mathe-

matical model makes it clear that what is important is not intrinsically the particle

size, the surface tension, or the adsorption energy , but the non-dimensional ratio

f of these quantities.

A mode of deformation of the monolayer is identified, which is termed small-

scale monolayer wrinkling. It is a term used to describe the appearance of small

amplitude, small-wavelength λc ∼ a undulation in the surface of the particle mono-

layer, which can be superimposed onto a smooth monolayer surface.

An important question is whether small-scale monolayer wrinkling could be

observed in experiments. The current simulations are carried out under ideal

conditions: the particles have identical size, identical wetting properties ( f is con-

stant), and can slide freely past each other because of the absence of tangential

inter-particle interactions. As a consequence, under a spherically symmetric com-
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pression of the drop (mimicked in out simulation through an increase in Πs), the

properties of a point in the monolayer surface are identical in an average sense to

those of any other point. The uniformity of particle properties and the isotropic

geometry of the drop lead to a relatively uniform and isotropic small-scale surface

pattern. In contrast, under realistic experimental conditions it is expected that

particle size polydispersity, small differences in contact angle, and non-uniform in-

terparticle interactions, will lead to a more inhomogeneous small-scale monolayer

wrinkling and, in the limiting case of extreme inhomogeneity, to the appearance of

“surface defects” in the monolayer arrangement. However, the basic conclusions,

that an increase in surface pressure leads to small-scale out-of-plane monolayer

deformations, and that such out-of-plane deformations are precursors to particle

desorption, are expected to be valid even in relatively complex experimental con-

ditions.



Chapter 5

Fluidisation of Cohesive Powder

Fluidisation has always been a classic problem studied with simulations using

discrete element methods [198–200]. As a side project in collaboration with Glax-

oSmithKline, the problem of fluidisation of cohesive powder has been investigated

in this chapter, using both continuum level simulations and particle tracking code

adopted from the FIPI. It was reported previously [201] that cohesive powders can

be fluidised in a way that the powder particles form agglomerates leaving the bed

chunk by chunk. The aim of this project is to understand the correlation between

the agglomerate sizes and the properties of the powder materials.

5.1 Overall Methodology

The air velocity field inside the channel filled with powder is simulated with Porous-

SimpleFoam solver in OpenFoam by the modelling the powder bed as a chunk of

porous media. For investigations of fracture mechanics of the powder bed, we have

adopted two approaches: the first approach is to treat powder bed as a continuum

149
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solid chunk and study the stress profile by using solid stress analysis solver from

OpenFoam; the second approach is to simulate fracture dynamics by our in-house

code with a recipe for handling cohesive interactions between the particles. The

overall methodology are summarised in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Methodologies for investigating fracture of powder bed inside channel
of DPI.

5.2 Simulation of Air Flows Passing Through Porous

Media

In PorousSimpleFoam, the air velocity field inside channel is computed by solving

Darcy-Brinkman-Forchheimer equation

ρ
∂U

∂t
+ U · ∇U = −∇p+ µ∇2U− S, (5.1)
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where S accounts for drag forces coming from the porous media. The S is modelled

as

S =
µ

K
U +

ρ

Ki

|U |U , (5.2)

where the two terms on the right hand side are Darcy term and Forchheimer term,

representing viscous and inertial drag from porous media respectively. K and Ki

are the apparent permeability and inertial permeability of the porous material.

We approximate their values by K = a2 and Ki = a where a is the radius of the

particles within the powder bed. The ratio of the inertial drag over viscous drag

is indeed particle Reynolds number:

Rep =
Forchheimer term

Darcy term
=
aρU

µ
(5.3)

For a powder bed filled with lactose particles with 50µm radius in a typical inhaler

with air velocity of 20m/s, the particle Reynolds number is approximately 120.

The inertial drag dominates the viscous drag and will be the major driving force

for breaking up the lactose powder bed.

The simulations of air flow passing through porous powder bed inside U-shape

channel have been performed with different bed height. The overall qualitative

results with sketch of simulation domain geometry are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

The simulations are done by imposing a total pressure drop of 3000Pa between

inlet and outlet of the U-shape channel. The channel has a square-shape cross

section of 2mm× 2mm. The stream-wise length of bottom channel is 6mm. The

height of the inlet channel 8mm to allow the air flow fully develops before reaching

the powder bed at bottom.
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(a) Full channel filled with powder

(b) Half channel filled with powder

(c) Channel without powder bed

Figure 5.2: Left: Sketch of domain geometry for simulations of air flow passing
through U-shape channel filled with powder bed of different height. The hatched
regions correspond to porous powder bed and white region is air. Right: Corre-
sponding snapshots of streamlines of air velocity field coloured according to the
magnitude of velocity. The pressure difference between inlet and outlet is 3000 Pa
and the permeability of porous powder bed is set to 10−8m2.
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The volumetric flow rate of air passing through the channel is measured as a

function of the permeability of the powder bed. The results are shown in Figure

5.3. The air flow rate passing through the channel is more influenced by the per-

meability of the powder bed when the bottom channel is partially or fully blocked

by the powder bed. Typical human inhalation flow rate referred by the industry

is 60L/min. By comparing this reference value with our simulation results, it is

evident that only less than 20% of the air flow can pass through the channel in the

best case scenario (when there is no powder inside channel). The maximum vol-

ume flow rate passing the channel can also be estimated by calculating the possible

maximum velocity inside the channel. This is done by using Bernoulli equation.

Neglecting gravity, with a total head drop of ∆p = 3000Pa, the maximum velocity

inside channel should satisfy 1
2
ρU2

max = ∆p. For air this gives Umax ≈ 70m/s. The

average air flow velocity of a cross stream section is approximately 0.5Umax.
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Figure 5.3: Volumetric flow rate of air passing through the channel under the
pressure difference of 3000 Pa.
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5.3 Continuum Solid Stress Analysis

In OpenFoam, solid stress analysis is done within the framework of linear con-

tinuum elasticity. The displacement field D within the powder bed is computed

by solving the Cauchy stress equation incorporated the porous drag term S in

Equation 5.1.

ρ
∂2D

∂t2
−∇ ·

[
µs∇D + µs (∇D)T + λsItr (∇D)

]
= S (5.4)

where µs and λs are Lame first and second parameter respectively. The stress

tensor inside the powder bed can be calculated as:

σ = λs (∇ ·D) I + 2µsε, (5.5)

where

ε =
1

2

[
∇D + (∇D)T

]
. (5.6)

The simulation is done by using the solver SolidDisplacementFoam. To calculate

the additional forcing term due to the porous drag, the results of air velocity

field from fluid simulation are subtracted and used as the initial condition for the

simulation of solid displacement field. The boundary conditions are set according

to the outside media in contact with the boundaries, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of domain of powder bed used in solid stress analysis.

The free traction boundary condition is assigned to the boundaries with air.

There are two options for the boundary conditions with channel wall: one is free-

slip, the other is no-slip. The choice of boundary conditions for channel wall really

depends on the interactions between the powder particles and the channel wall. If

the powder particles are firmly attached to the wall and have zero degree of freedom

to move, then no-slip BC should be employed. Otherwise if powder particles

can slide along the wall then free-slip or partial-slip would be more appropriate.

Depending on the cohesion strength between channel wall and powder particles,

powder particles can detach from channel wall given that the air flow is strong

enough. In reality the real boundary conditions can be dynamically changing

between each cases under different aerodynamic loading.

To be practical, simulations with different boundary conditions are performed.

The resulting stress profiles inside powder bed are dramatically different between
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each case, which are illustrated in Figure 5.5.

(a) Streamline of air flow coloured with magnitude of velocity.

(b) Free-slip boundary condition. Left: Von Mises stress. Right: Tension.

(c) No-Slip boundary condition. Left: Von Mises stress. Right: Tension.

Figure 5.5: Different boundary conditions give different stress distribution inside
powder bed.

Air flow passing through the powder bed is visualised by streamlines in Figure

5.5(a), showing the magnitude of velocity is larger around the inner corner of U-

shape channel. Von Mises stress is the equivalent tensile stress when the material
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is under multiaxial loading and tension is the measure of the hydrostatic loading

condition. The two stresses are independent from each other. We suppose that

the fracture will occur when either Von Mises stress or tension reaches a critical

value.

When free-slip BC is employed, high Von Mises stress is concentrated around

the bottom corners of the powder bed. Within middle section there is negligible

Von Mises stress. The tension is positive in the upstream half and negative in the

downstream half of the powder bed. While when no-slip BC is employed, both Von

Mises stress and tension are largely suppressed in the bulk region of the powder

bed. The highest Von Mises stress and tension appear near the inner corner of the

channel at the top of the powder bed.

From the current results of continuum solid stress analysis, it is evident that the

stress distribution inside powder bed is highly dependent on the boundary condi-

tions between the powder and the channel wall. The importance of the boundary

conditions have been neglected in the previous studies. We believed that since the

particles comprising the powder are cohesive, there will be cohesion between the

particles and the channel walls to an extent as well.

The investigations by performing continuum stress analysis did not give infor-

mation about the chunk sizes distribution from fracture fluidisation. But it is an

essential step which made us realise the importance of the boundary conditions.

In the following studies, we performed the simulations of fracture fluidisation with

our in-house code in which particle-wall cohesions are included.
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5.4 Cohesive Discrete Particle Dynamics

To gain details about the fracture fluidisation of the powder bed, it is essential to do

simulations within the framework of discrete particles. There are already many well

established Discrete Element Methods (DEM) for simulations of granular material,

which employs Coulomb type friction for particle-particle interactions. However,

the performance of these methods to predict the dynamics of cohesive powder is

subject to debates. For Coulomb type friction models, the tangential cohesion

force is zero when normal force is zero between two particles, which is not always

correct for cohesive contacts in reality. In many cases, there are resistances to

sliding within a cohesive contact even when the normal force is not present (duck

tape, etc). To simulate the fracture fluidisation of cohesive powder bed, we have

proposed a new particle-particle interaction model for cohesive particles.

5.4.1 Particle-Particle Interaction Model

Along the normal direction between two spherical particles, we follow the standard

DEM approach where a spring dash-pot model combined with adhesion is used.

Fn =



−Fmax
adhesiond̂− knδnd̂− ηun, when δn < 0

−Fmax
adhesiond̂+

Fmax
adhesion

rn
δnd̂− ηun, when 0 < δn < rn

0, when δn > rn

(5.7)

where δn = d− (R1 + R2) is the gap between two particles, d̂ is the unit distance

vector pointing from nearby particle to the current particle, rn is the range of

cohesive interaction and Fmax
adhesion is the maximum cohesive force allowed between

particles. The magnitude of this force is estimated from the tensile strength of the
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powder assuming cubic packing as shown in (a) of Figure 5.6.

Fmax
adhesion = σtD

2 (5.8)

Figure 5.6: Left: Sketch of the cubic packing used for estimating cohesion forces
between particles from global tensile strength. Right: Qualitative plot of real
tensile strength as a function of packing volume fraction of powder.

As depicted in (b) of Figure 5.6, the real tensile strength of the powder should

depends on the packing volume fraction of the powder. From now on we will refer

the tensile strength σt as the tensile strength estimated from cubic packing σt0

from our model.

Along the tangential direction we discard the coulomb type friction scheme

since it is not appropriate for modelling the sliding between adhesive surfaces. For

two adhesive surfaces in contact there is strong resistance to shearing or sliding
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even without normal load applied.

Ft =


−0.57Fmax

adhesionδ̂t + ktδt − ηut, when |δt| < rt and δn < rn

Reset δt to 0, when |δt| > rt and δn < rn

0, when δn > rn

(5.9)

where

δt =

∫ t

t0

utdt (5.10)

The pre-factor 0.57 takes into account the relation between shear strength and

tensile strength according to Von Mises criterion.

From experimental observation we can see the collisions between lactose parti-

cles are highly dissipative. The rate of dissipation during collisions is dictated by

damping coefficient η which is calculated as

η = 2γ
√
mkn (5.11)

where γ can be determined from the restitution coefficient e in absence of cohesion

between particles

γ = − log e

π

√
1 +

(log e)2

π2

(5.12)

We set e = 0.8 for all simulations of fluidisation of lactose powder.

The time step of the simulation is chosen to be several times smaller than the

period of oscillation of the spring mass system t = 2π
√

m
kn

.

Overall, the particle-particle interaction can be summarised with the sketch

shown in Fig.5.7. The red solid line is the solid boundary of the current test par-
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ticle. When a nearby particle is overlapping with the region enclosed by dotted

line defined according to rn, there will be attractive force bringing the neighbour

particle to get contact with the test particle physically. Once the neighbour par-

ticle is overlapping with the solid boundary of the test particle, attractive force is

replaced by a strong repulsive contact force which will separate them apart. As

long as part of the neighbour particle remains in dotted circle, there will always be

tangential spring resistance force which tries to bring two particles back to their

original relative angular positions when they first get into contact.

Figure 5.7: Sketch of the range of interaction between particles.

As we have learnt from continuum solid stress analysis, the boundary condi-

tions between powder bed and channel walls have dramatic effects on the stress

distribution inside powder bed. Here we are treating the particle-wall interactions

exactly the same with particle-particle interactions. The particles in contact with

the wall will remain attached to the wall under zero or moderate external forces.

If the external forces is stronger than the cohesion strength between the wall and

the particles, the particles can slide or detach from the walls.
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5.4.2 Simulation Set-up

The simulation set-up can be summarised in Figure 5.8. Initially, the air velocity

inside channel is set to 0. The powder particles are distributed with uniform

probability inside bottom section of the channel. The particles are allowed to

free sediment for 0.02s to ensure the powder bed reaches a static condition at the

bottom. Afterwards, the air velocity inside the channel starts to ramp up linearly

for 0.1s before reaching the air velocity field that is interpolated from the results

of simulations of air flow through porous media.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Simulation setup: (a) Time evolution of ramping up air flow velocity
inside channel to the prescribed U∗. (b) Sketch of the geometrical domain of the
simulations.

The interpolated air velocity field U∗ is generated by a pressure drop of 3kPa

when the powder bed fully occupies the bottom of the channel. The ramp-up

period is set to 0.1s to reproduce the same conditions in previous experimental

studies in which the pressure drop increases at a rate of 30kPa/s.
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5.4.3 Result

First inspection of the fracture process Depending on the tensile strength

prescribed to the powder, the fracture can occur at different time instant or do

not occur at all. One typical example is shown in Figure 5.9. For σt = 100Pa,

The powder breaks up horizontally into two chunks near the inlet inner corner of

the channel at t = 0.08s. At t = 0.12 most of the bulk region of the powder bed

has already moved into the outlet channel with lots of smaller chunks created by

powder bed breaking up vertically. For σt = 200Pa, the initial fracture occurs at a

much later instant. The primary break-up is still at inner corner of inlet channel.

For σt = 300Pa, no fracture is observed during the simulation time span.

The fracture of powder bed encountered during our simulations can be ap-

proximately categorised into two types: horizontal fracture and vertical fracture

(illustrated in Figure 5.10). The horizontal fracture happens usually at the inner

corner of the channel near the inlet. The vertical fracture happens usually in the

region of the powder bed directly facing the outlet channel.

Figure 5.10: Two types of fracture modes observed during the simulations.

The size of the largest chunk The largest chunk size generated by fracture

fluidisation inside outlet channel is measured using a clustering algorithm. The

particles that are bounded by attraction forces are grouped and recognised as a
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Figure 5.9: Simulations of fracture fluidisations for powder bed of volume fraction
φ = 0.48 with different tensile strength.

single chunk. The size of the largest chunk generated by powder bed is measured

as a function of φ and σt. The result is illustrated in Figure 5.11 as a heat map.

The range of σt and φ explored are 50− 500Pa and 0.3− 0.5 respectively.

From the heat map it is evident that there is a threshold in σt beyond which the

fracture does not occur and no powder chunk will exit the channel. This threshold
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is lower for higher φ. The highest chunk size is usually achieved by loosely packed

powder bed with moderate tensile strength (when φ ≈ 0.3 and σt = 250− 350Pa).

The largest chunk size from all the simulations is approximately around 3mm3

regardless of the tensile strength and volume fraction.

Figure 5.11: Heat map of the size of largest chunk generated with powder bed of
different φ and σt. The size of the chunk is in unit of mm3 and the volume accounts
for space occupied by powder particles only (excluding the void space inside the
chunk).

Intuitively one would expect the chunk size to increase with the tensile strength.

It is true when σt is in range of 50− 200Pa. In this range of tensile strength, the

powder is easier to be fragmented if the cohesion is weak and hence the result-

ing chunk size is small. Upon further increasing tensile strength, the cohesion of

particle-particle and particle-wall becomes so strong that the bulk of the powder

bed is stuck at the bottom channel. Only few smaller chunks can break from bulk
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powder through vertical fracture at outlet channel. If the tensile strength is fur-

ther increased, the powder behaves much more like a solid and no fracture can be

initiated under the prescribed air flow.

Distribution of the sizes of powder chunks The distribution of the size of

powder chunks shows clear dependence on the tensile strength for σt = 100Pa −

300Pa but is quite independent of the volume fraction. The probability of finding

the powder chunk within a certain size range for different volume fraction is shown

in Figure 5.12. There is a clear trend of change of probability distribution by

increasing the tensile strength. As the tensile strength increases, there will be less

small size chunks in range of 0− 0.1mm3 and more chunks of larger sizes.
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Figure 5.12: Probability of finding powder chunks within different size ranges for
φ = 0.3, φ = 0.4 and φ = 0.5.
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From Figure 5.12 we would like to postulate that the sizes of chunks generated

by fracture fluidisation should follow an exponential distribution. The probability

density function with basis in logarithmic form can be written as

f(D;λ) = λ exp(−λ log
D

Dmin

) (5.13)

where Dmin is the size of the elementary particle which sets the lower bound for

the size of the powder chunks. The parameter λ should be inversely proportional

to the tensile strength σt. The distribution function is plotted with log
D

Dmin

as

basis for different λ in Figure 5.13. There should also be an upper bound for the

size of powder chunks since they can not exceed the size of the channel. As a

result, the probability density value for D > Dmin should be kept as close to 0 as

possible. It is better not to truncate the PDF for D > Dmin since the integral of

the PDF will be less than 1.
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Figure 5.13: The size distribution of powder chunks can be best described by an
exponential distribution.

5.5 Conclusion

More information on the material of the channel wall is needed, as it is essential

for modelling the particle-wall interaction accurately.

Our current simulation using cohesive discrete particle dynamics is only appli-

cable for studying the initialisation of the fracture fluidisation. The prescribed air

velocity field is the result of simulation of air flow passing through a stationary

powder bed in OpenFoam. To capture the accurate fluidisation behaviour after

initial break-up of powder bed, a two-way coupled cohesive particles dynamics

simulation is highly recommended.
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Only monodispersed particles are used in current simulations. In reality the

powder is highly polydispersed, the size of the chunks can be much more smaller

than the elementary particle used in simulations.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The main outputs of the Ph.D project are two: the development of the FIPI and

the investigations of the behaviours of the particle-covered drops under gravity

and isotropic compression. In the current chapter, the results and achievements

are reviewed and discussed, directions for future work and improvements are also

given at the end.

6.1 Conclusions

The development of FIPI method is motivated by the demand for a fast numerical

formulation that can enable fast simulations of fluid interfaces covered with a large

number of particles.

One of the most important contributions made during the development of FIPI

is that the capillary interactions between particles and fluid interfaces are modelled

by spring forces. Physically this force depends on the moving contact line and the

dynamic contact angle that are hard to resolve numerically. This spring force model

171
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avoids the necessity of the information of the unresolved features and makes the

interactions solely depend on the distances from particle centres to fluid interfaces.

The distances can be calculated locally at particle centres without resorting to

complex algorithms thanks to the adoption of phase field method.

FIPI method has demonstrated its capability to capture the influences of ab-

sorbed solid particles on the mechanical properties of fluid interfaces. The results of

the simulations done so far have justified the adoption of the point-force modelling

strategy. With pairwise interactions between articles, it is possible to modulate

the surface tension of the particle-laden fluid interface. It is the first numerical

formulation that can be used to simulate collective behaviour of particle-laden fluid

interfaces without resolving particle scale features.

The numerical studies with FIPI comprise the investigations of two physical

problems related to the drops covered with a monolayer of particles.

In the first numerical experiment, the simulations of a pendant drop covered

with a monolayer of repulsive spherical particles have been performed for different

surface coverages, interaction ranges and interaction strengths. The studies have

demonstrated the advantage of FIPI: the stress distribution on the fluid interface

can be calculated for interfaces with complex morphologies, provided that there

are enough particles around the location of interest.

The surface stress was calculated by local area averaging, using a formula that

is analogous to the Irving-Kirkwood formula of molecular dynamics. Reasonably

good agreement was found between the predictions for the surface pressure given

by this formula and the surface tension reduction calculated by measuring the drop

curvature at two points and fitting to a solution of the Young-Laplace equation

(method of Fordham, [166]).
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Simulations in which the particles are represented as discrete elements are ex-

ceedingly useful when interfacial constitutive equations are not available. This is

the case when the interfacial suspensions is polydispersed, or particle adsorption

changes the surface tension on a time scale comparable to that of the drop defor-

mation. Also in experiments it is not always possible to access the details related

to the local particle arrangements. The new numerical formulation presented in

this thesis is ideally suited to studying these and other phenomena, for instance

monolayer fracture and dislocation dynamics.

Anisotropic stress is found for drops covered with particles having short-range

interactions at high surface fraction. The anisotropic effects are most evident in the

neck region of the drop. The monolayer microstructure in the neck region deviates

significantly from a hexagonal packing, indicating that the drop surface sustains a

higher stress along the azimuthal direction than meridional direction. The presence

of the anisotropic stress shows that the fluid interface now has finite shear elasticity.

The result of the investigation of anisotropic surface stress has demonstrated that

drop deformation, particle arrangement and the resulting change in surface stress

are highly coupled.

The emergence of accurate simulation of particles adhered to geometrically com-

plex and time-dependent interface morphologies opens new research opportunities

in areas such as interfacial rheology, microfluidic generation of drops and bub-

bles with structured interfaces, and production of anisotropic Pickering emulsions.

By giving insights into the local microstructure/surface stress relation, the FIPI

method could help in the analysis of pendant drop experiments. For instance, the

simulated shape of the drop can be fitted to the experimental shape by tuning

the inter-particle pair potential to obtain information on colloidal interactions at

interfaces. While results for curved surfaces are more difficult to interpret than
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those obtained on a planar surface, they are also more realistic, as they account

for the coupling between particle distribution and interface shape.

In a second numerical experiment, simulations have been performed to inves-

tigate the outcomes of a spherical drop covered with particles when the drop is

under compression from the particle monolayer.

Characteristics of a drop having zero surface tension has been studied. In

the absence of bending rigidity of the monolayer, the drop can buckle as long as

the surface pressure of the particle monolayer is larger than the surface tension

of the bare fluid interface. The speed of buckling is proportional to the surface

overpressure Πs − γ.

However, the surface pressure of the monolayer can not always surpass the

surface tension of the fluid interface. When the adsorption of particles on fluid

interfaces is weak, the particle monolayer can presents small-scale undulations

which greatly amplifies the normal forces exerted on the particles and increases

the probability of particle desorption.

A large number of small-wavelength undulations of particle monolayer can pro-

duce a significant increase in surface area without the drop surface deviating sig-

nificantly from a sphere. Detecting monolayer wrinkling experimentally can thus

be challenging, as the drop or bubble presenting small-scale wrinkling will look

macroscopically spherical. This is a major discovery from the current studies done

by numerical simulations using FIPI: small-scale surface roughness can be created

in addition to the global curvature of the fluid interface and will have impact on

the integrity of particle monolayers on fluid interface.

Another important contribution of the current work is the exploration of cur-
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vature effects. It is found that relatively large values of a/R favour small-scale

monolayer undulations, which in turn induces desorption when the surface pres-

sure increases further. Small values of a/R tend to give pure buckling. This result

is in qualitative agreement with the observations accompanying figure 1.6.

6.2 Future Work

There are several potential improvements of FIPI. First, the undisturbed fluid

velocity in Equation (2.12) could be better modelled to approximately include

global undisturbed flow velocity and disturbance flows from other particles. The

difficulty lies in the fact that the fluid velocity interpolated at the location of a

particle contains also the disturbance caused by the particle itself, and it is not

trivial to subtract this unwanted disturbance. The Stokeslet can be used to do

the job in single phase Stokes flows but is no more valid when fluid interfaces

are present. As an example shown in Figure 6.1, the flow streamlines caused by

a particle moving across a fluid interface is not symmetric with respect to the

horizontal passing through the particle centre.
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Figure 6.1: The streamlines of flow field caused by a particle moving across a fluid
interface. The disturbance field is definitely not symmetric with respect to the
fluid interface.

At the moment, it is feasible to take the flow velocity interpolated at the location

of a particle as the undisturbed flow velocity seen by that particle. It requires

particle sizes to be significantly smaller than the grid sizes, or forces from particles

to be negligibly small compared to other forces acting on the flow. This approach is

common in the simulations of single phase particle-laden turbulent flows [202, 203].

However, this greatly reduces the versatility of FIPI since the particles must be

much smaller than any relevant interfacial features.

A possible approach to tackle this problem is to implement a numerical scheme

similar to the force coupling method (FCM). In FCM, the velocities of particles are

updated by interpolation through a properly fitted kernel only instead of solving

Newton’s equation of motion. The conventional FCM scheme has to be reevaluated

for flow containing fluid interfaces.

Secondly, more accurate hydrodynamic drag models could be implemented.
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The currently employed Stokes drag model is only strictly appropriate when the

particle suspension is dilute, which is not the case when the solid particles are

packed closely on the fluid interface. A possible improvement of the method would

be to make the hydrodynamic drag force on each particle a function of the local

solid volume fraction.

In a similar principle, the attachment force between each solid particle and the

fluid interface could also be a function of local solid surface coverage. The force

holding a particle in a densely packed monolayer might be different from the force

estimated by the adsorption energy of a single particle, since the neighbouring area

of the particle on the interface is occupied mostly by solid instead of fluid. In the

current implementation of FIPI this effect is assumed to be small.

Thirdly, depending on the specific physics, different particle-particle interaction

models could be adopted. For solid-solid contacts between particles, Hertzian

model would be a more appropriate choice and the parameters of the model must

be adjusted to reflect the correct elasticity of the particle materials. For colloidal

particles in ionic liquids, an interaction model adhering to DLVO theory might

give more realistic simulation results. Different particle-particle interaction models

could result in different monolayer packing geometries, giving different mechanical

properties of the monolayers [42].

From the perspective of the physics of particle-laden interfaces, it is interesting

to use FIPI in the future to explore additional factors that have great influences

on the arrangement of particle monolayer, some of them are already mentioned

such as polydispersity in particle size, differences in contact angle, the presence of

inter-particle adhesion or the effect of gravity.

With FIPI some initial numerical experiments are carried out introducing inter-
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particle attraction and tangential inter-particle forces in addition to short range

repulsion, to mimic cohesive particle layers. These initial tests reveal that the

system’s behaviour is much more complex than for pure repulsion, because with

attractive interactions the surface stress can become non-uniform even when the

fluid interface is spherical or flat. This features makes the theoretical analysis of

the problem extremely challenging.

The difference in contact angle can also increase the complexity of particle

monolayers on fluid interface. As monolayers will manifest small-scale undulations

described in chapter 4 even without compression. The capability of exploring the

behaviours of monolayers composed of more realistic particles will be the focus of

the development of FIPI in the future.
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Appendix A

Supporting Information

A.1 Derivation of the Surface Stress Tensor

In analogy to the three-dimensional case [48], the area average of a continuous

quantity f at the surface point xs can be defined as

〈f〉 (xs) =

∫
Ω

f(ys)G(xs − ys)dAys . (A.1)

Here the surface points xs and ys belong to the surface Ω (the total surface of

the composite interface). The function G is a scalar filter function with compact

support in a control region surrounding xs; G is assumed to be a regular function

with suitable properties of smoothness [49, 50]. The filter function is normalised

so that
∫

Ω
G(xs − ys)dAys = 1.

The definition of the surface stress tensor follows from the balance of the forces

acting on the particles in the direction tangential to the composite interface. Let

Fα denote the net tangential force acting on a particle located at position yαs . From

200
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Equation (A.1), the area-averaged tangential force acting on the particles contained

in an area element of particle monolayer centred at xs can be expressed as 〈F〉 =∫
Ω

∑Np

α=1 Fαδ(ys−yαs )G(xs−ys)dAys , or equivalently as 〈F〉 =
∑Np

α=1 FαG(xs−yαs ).

The tangential force at a surface point is thus a weighted average of the force

acting on the particles surrounding that point, where the weight is given by the

filter function evaluated at the centre of each particle.

For pairwise interactions, Fα = Fe
α +

∑
β 6=α Fαβ. Here Fe

α is the average force

due to an external field (e.g. the particle weight) or to particle inertia, and the

summation term corresponds to the force on particle α due to lateral inter-particle

forces. Substituting this decomposition in the expression for the average force

derived above yields

〈F〉 = 〈Fe〉+

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

FαβG(xs − yαs ). (A.2)

Newton’s action-reaction principle requires Fα,β = −Fβ,α. However, because par-

ticles α and β are weighted differently by the filter function according to their

location, the forces in the summation term of Equation (A.2) do not cancel out

identically. To exploit the symmetry introduced by the action-reaction principle,

we perform a Taylor expansion of the filter function about the location of particle

α:

G(xs − ŷαβs ) ' G(xs − yαs ) +∇ysG(xs − yαs ) · (ŷαβs − yαs ), (A.3)

where ŷαβs denotes the midpoint between particles α and β. Using this expansion
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in Equation (A.2) the inter-particle interaction term can be written as

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

FαβG(xs − yαs ) =

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

FαβG(xs − ŷαβs )

−∇ys ·
Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

Fαβ(ŷαβs − yαs )G(xs − yαs ).

(A.4)

Since ŷαβs = ŷβαs , the first double summation on the right-hand side of Equation

(A.4) is identically zero. Thus

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

FαβG(xs − yαs ) = ∇xs ·
[

1

2

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
β 6=α

Fαβ(yβs − yαs )G(xs − yαs )

]
, (A.5)

where we have used the fact that ŷαβs = (yαs + yβs )/2 and ∇xs = −∇ys . The

expression in square parenthesis in Equation (A.5) defines the surface stress due

to the particles, correct up to the first order in the inter-particle separation.

A.2 Proof of Independence of Surface Pressure

on Particle Size for a Linear Inter-Particle

Force Relation

For a hexagonal array, the relation between the average inter-particle separation

and φs is

l =

(
2
√

3πa2

3φs

)1/2

. (A.6)

Assuming nearest neighbour interactions within hexagonal packing, the packing
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energy can be estimated as

Ep ' NcN 〈Fpi〉 l

= Nc
4πR2φs
πa2

〈Fpi〉
(

2
√

3πa2

3φs

)1/2

= Nc
12R2φs

a

(
2
√

3π

3φs

)1/2

〈Fpi〉.

(A.7)

The coordination numberNc is independent of a. Therefore Πs ≈ Ep

2A
∝ φ

1/2
s 〈Fpi〉 /a,

which proves that Πs is approximately independent of a when 〈Fpi〉 ∝ a for fixed

φs. The linear inter-particle force model (2.14) enjoys this property as it allows to

investigate the effects caused by changing only the particle size.
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A.3 Equivalence Between Increasing the Spring

Constant kc at Fixed Liquid Volume and De-

creasing Liquid Volume at Fixed Spring Con-

stant kc

Figure 1.1: Buckled morphology for (TOP) the case in which the spring constant
kc is increased and the volume of the drop is kept constant and (BOTTOM) for the
case in which the spring constant kc is kept fixed and the drop volume is reduced.

In current simulations, changing the volume of the drop at fixed spring constant

kc or increasing kc for fixed liquid volume leads, qualitatively, to the same results.

The reason for this behaviour is that the pressure in an incompressible fluid is a

Lagrange multiplier that depends - for a given value of the energy associated to

the particle-covered interface - only on the volume of the fluid comprised within

the interface. In other words, the value of the pressure across the interface adjusts
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itself to the drop volume and the configuration of the particle monolayer with

respect to the fluid interface, regardless of whether the drop volume is reduced by

keeping the monolayer fixed, or the monolayer area is artificially “expanded” by

keeping the volume fixed and increasing the surface pressure.

Figure 1.1 shows snapshots from two simulations. In one simulation (Fig. 1.1

TOP), the volume of the drop is kept fixed and the surface pressure is increased

by increasing kc. In the other, the spring constant is kept constant and the volume

of the drop slowly decreased in a quasi-static manner. The essential geometric

features of the two buckled morphologies are the same in the two figures. The

author do not expect, of course, to obtain identical morphologies, as the buckling

instability is highly sensitive to the exact configuration of each particle.


